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FOREWORD

Over the past five years, the Ballistic Research Labor,)tories and the
Naval Postgraduate School at Monterey, have condur'ted a numbv.r of cooper-
t,.ive research programs on subjects of military interest. Lihrough this

somewhat unique and most efficient arrangement, specialized talents
of faculty and students at the Postgraduate School have been channeled,
in an academic environment, to studying and answering important military
questions. This procedure has proven to be very successful and recently
resulted in this study, of how to cope with urban violence - a problem
of immense interest to both military and civilian authnritieý;.

The basis for this study was library research and a series of
interviews with authorities in several locations in the world where
civil disturbance might have been or could bu a critical prclbleim.

This report represents the efforts of a team of military Ifficers,
under the guidance of Professor R. H. Stoifi, to shed some ligTht on the
problem of urban violence and the methods and devices which can be v',ed
during civil disorders.

Ti•e names of the contributing researchers follows Aith thlle major area
oL interest.

CAPT A. N. Webb, USA Doctrine of Employment
;T J. F. Amerault, USA Doctrine of Lmlmloy)ym, nt
LCDR James M. Lacey, USNR Organization of Men alini dacLinec
L'' William M. Bokesch, USN Organization of Ncn nd :1achiines
iT COL Robert 0. Hammond, USA Hand-Carried and Air-Mounted bevicos
LIT COL Donald L. Smart, USA Hand-Carried and Air-Mounted Devices
CAPT Donald J. Parrish, USA Vehicle-Mounted Devices
i,' Robert G. Elwell, USN Vehicle-Mounted Devices

The information presented herein, reflecting the views of several
eati1an5; and their respective problems and solutions to civil disorder,

,ul~ hI)e a useful reference for civilian and military aut]ivr'Ities
"ri• withi responsibility of developing methods and de'•,icf; to deac

wit i !li, "rob I em.
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ABSTRACT

Worldwide authorities, charged with maintaining the peace in their
c.,mmunities, are united in the belief that riots and demonstrations must
be handled with the minimum force necessary. To respond in this fashion
requires separate contingents of civil and military forces, specially
selected and vigorously trained in the operationsetactics, techniques
and devices most effective in executing the '"inimum Force" theory.

This report elicits information which describes various forws of the
"Graduated" or "bMinimum Force" approach for dealing with urban violence
and draws upon the experiences and docirine of civil and military
authorities around the world. Weapons qnd devices to support special
tactical units of riot control forces are a mejor consideration in this
report.
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I. SCENARIO

In recent years there have been nwierous instances of urban violence in

the United States, aimed against existing civil authority. The range of

unruliness and violence in thesp instances has been extraordinarily varied,

fluctuating between mild protest by unruly and vocal crowds to wholesale

destruction of entire city blocks "ith accompanying loss of life.

This report will not deal with the frustrations, real or imagined,

which promote this t)pe of activity. The avowed purpose is to analyze the

usefulness of various gradient and less than lethal devices by existing civil

and military forces foy neutralizing urlian violence, for thwarting attempts

at extra-legal seizure of power, Mnd foi preventing coercion of duly elected

or appoin ed authority.

In our Western civilization, tranquility is often broker. a at times,

some violent discrder is to be expected-*. There comes a point at which the

seriousncss of such behavior either in terms of initensity or prevalence

causes alarm iri the organs of government charged with maintaining the peace.

Incidents with the necessary magnitudes to generate alarm have occurred

frequently in the United States within the last ten years. As a result,

local, state, and federal forces have been established with either primary or

collateral riot-control missions. Liaison has helped to coordinate the forces

and to improve their effectiveness in the control of urban violence2

The immediate threat facing the nation in the 1970's is believed to be

that of small, well-organized disturbances. Large "blockbusting" riots are

not expected. From a poll of police chiefs throughout the United States, the

editors of U. S. News and World Report presented the view of the law

enforcement community that organized militants have turned to hit-and-run
3tactics to elude identification and capture . There is always a chance that

violence may erupt on a wider scale in a "chain reaction" as a result of

confrontations forced by organized agitators. The presentation of events by

high-intensity news media and the mobility offered by modern transportation

1* References are Zisted on page 99.
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facilities have also increased the likelihood of confrontatiors, Even when

liemonstrat ions are peaceful in origin and intent, they often lead to violent

confrontations with governing authorities

II. GENERAL DISCUISSION OF URBAN k IOLENCIi

.. Statement of the Problem

In recent years there have been numerous instances of urban imd Su)urhban

violence of various degrees in the United States in opposition to existing

civil authority. The nature of this opFosition has been as varied as the

degree of violence or near-violence accompanying it, ranging from simple

protest by' unruly and vocal crowds to destruction of entire city blocks with

accompanying los• of life. This report will not deal with the frustrations,

real or imagined, which promote this type of activity. Our interest is to set

forth a doctrine of employment for existing civil and military resources to

neutralize effectively any attempted. extra-legal seizure of power or coercion

of duly elected or appointed authority.

B. Classification of Threat b:'[ Degree

"Doctrine" is defined as a principle or body of principles in any branch

of knowleage. The guiding elements in any doctrine for employment of national

resources to cope with counter-insurgent, riot-control situations must be
"minimum force necessary" and a "graduated response." Reacting on these

principles and employing the tactics anA gradient lethal weapons available

today to law-enforcement and military agencies, the authorities can

ruccessfully complete their assigned mission, and our open society can be

maintained.

Riot-control personnel of the National Guard and Federal armed forces are

guided in their response to any civil disorder situation by a list of six

graduated steps. This list lays the basis for a doctrine whicb closely

adheres to the principle of "mininium force necessary." 5 ihe graduated

responses are:

1. -.;how of force

2. saturation

12
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3. crowd dispersal

4. engagement of selected targets

S. volley fire

6. controlled available firepower.

With these ordered responses before him, the commander at the scene must still

evaluate each situation and make a decision as to the proper -ontrol measures.

As a first step in developing such a ioctrine. urban violence threat

is classified by degree. Four levels of violence, in order of intensity, are

defined as follows:

1. nonviolent protest

2. violence likely to result in damage to public and/or private property

3. violence presenting an immediate or potential danger to the safety

of the general public and/or riot-con-trol personnel

4. confrontation by arms.

C. Response to the Threat

1. Show of Force. Although the degree of threat categorized as non-.

violent protest may be completely legal, a crowc6 influenced by certain

stimuli and conditions may be transformed from this tranquil state into a

destructive mob. 6While the fine line which separates these two levels may
be quite difficult to recognize, experienced .aw enforcement or riot-control

personnel, especially those in command positions, must be trained and prepared

to detect symptoms of change. At this point, when the crowd is in danger of

progressing from nonviolent protest to overt violence, a show of force,

confidently and deliberately presented, will be the effective response

required. Whereas th4-s show of force is the least severe measure in the

graduated response doctrine, the British consider this display necessary to

convince a crowd that it can be overpowered and subjected to serious injury

or loss of life. When promptly enacted with substantial resources, the

show of force will usually intimidate the crowd and eliminate the threat

at this earliest stage. For a show of force to be effective, it must be4

plausible to the crowd, e.g., the number of troops, equipment, and the troop4

discipline and morale must appear clearly sufficient to control the particular

situation. The use of propaganda, psychological ruse, and extremely mobile

13



reaction forces must be considered. At this stage, employment of non-lethal

weapons is not anticipated unless used in a demonstrative role and, at any

rate, not against the crowd. Should the threat proceed from nonviolent

protest to any other stage, a show of force would assume a secondary status

to a more severe security measure. It might still prove useful as a

deterrent to further violence. "A professionally displayed show of force

by a well organized security force is the basis for effective crowd control".,

2. Saturation. The concept of saturation is defined in many ways both

internationally and within the Lnited States. In general terms it consists of

restricting the movement of a crowd and directing it to an area favored by

the security force. Saturation can be employed by a commander faced with

a threat in either of the first two levels of violence. This technique car,

he employed to prevent a group from moving into sensitive or vulnerable

areas and to maintain a nonviolent atmosphere.

Saturation, a tactic to be employed either before or after violence

has broken out, will aid in confining property damage to an area of

minimum size. The principal means of accomplishing the desired movements

is by deploying formations of riot-control forces. These forces can then

effectively herd the rioters in the proper directions. The deployment of

troops in this tactic also positions forces for crowd dispersal, the next

level of response.

In general, weapons should not be necessary for saturation. There may

arise situations, however, when gradient-lethal devices are useful to

either restrict or to hasten a zrowd's movement. Non-lethal weapons are

especially useful when riot-control personnel are unable to effectively

saturate the mob. Lanes of fire and rubber projectiles may be used instead

of lines of troops to create the desired seal. In addition to riot-control

formations, vehicles, mounted personnel and other techniques may be

employed.

3. Crowd Dispersal. When the security commander decides that a

crowd.in the second or third levels of violence must cease its activity,

't response must be chosen to disrupt the organization of the mob and force

14



it to vacate the area. Such action would follow saturation, whereby the

insurgent element was restricted in its operational area. When acts of

violence are being committed, the crowd must be broken up and moved from

the scene. It often becomes necessary to maintain continued pressure on,

and contact with, the dispersing portions of the crowd to prevent the crowd

from reuniting at preselected rally points. U. S. National Guard policy

is to segregate the mob into smaller and smaller portions until the violence

ceases. 8 It is imperative to direct the crowd into exit routes leading to

areas favored by the security force. Crowd dispersal should be conducted in

an orderly manner, wherever possible, without creating panic.

Lethal weapons systems should rarely be used in ciowd dispersal. There

are only a few instances in riot-control literature in which thE: crowd was

equipped to withstand non-lethal techniques. Such an exceptional state of

preparedness would be classified as the fourth level of violence. Internation-

ally and even within the United States, there are significant differences

of opinion as to what constitutes a graduated list of appropriate dispersal

measures. Water, foam, noise, chemical lachrymating agents, nerve agents,

oil slicks and a host of advancements in the state-of-the-art would appear

somewhere on any graduated list. One important element in the employment of

non-lethal systems at this stage requires that the hardware not be committed

piecemeal. Meager amounts of CS will only further alienate a crowd instead

of completely subduing it. When more severe security measures are enacted,

crowd dispersal generally becomes secondary.

4. Engagement of Selected Targets. Whenever it is necessary to employ

force with the intent of eliminating a particular element of a crowd by

lethal means, due process of law is being set aside and a summary execution

is being carried out. 7 The legal justification for such a security response

should be clear, and such action should be resorted to only under dire

circumstances. The threat analyzed by the commander should be so severe

and immediate as to risk death or severe bodily harm to public or security

personnel; or to risk damage to property resulting in a serious health or

safety hazard to the population. In the higher levels of violence, there

are circumstances where lethal weapons might rossibly be necessary. Whenever

15
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possible, consideration should bc placed on "shooting to wound." If non-

lethal means will accomplish the .ask, then these measures should be

employed. With either lethal or ncr.-lethal fire, the effects of eliminating

accurately identified sub-elements of the crowd, prior to the use of vclley

or full firepower, must be carefully weighed.

A wel organized and sbilled sniper unit armed with precision deliver)y

systems can isolate and eliminate tue leadership or key maneuver elements

of a mob. Projectiles run the gamut from chemical agents, tranquilizing

drug darts, and concussion rounds •o the lethal ammunition of the high-

powered rifle. Range, target protection, and crowd conditions are factors

which bear on the weapon and projectile selection. The loss of insurgent

commanders and other critical tactical assets may sufficiently demoralize

th- crowd and dissuade it from further violence. If not, engagement of

selected targets may be incorporate(' into more severe security, measures.

S. Volley Fire. When the threat has reached the third level of

violence, crowd dislersal techniques or even engagement of selected targets

may not he effective in restoriag order. The rioters may be equipped to

withstand non-lethal, crowd-control devices or may have predetermined that

certain of their number are expendable. It will then he necessary for the

commander to escalate the level of response to an area type or volley fire.

Volley fire is the discharge of one or more lethal or non-lethal weapons

in carefully controlled salvos in the direction of a target.

Volley fire often results in rapid dispersal of the crowd. A volley

might be fired in the air or over the heads of demonstrators as a warning

to disband. In any c:s,, successive volleys should be used in a graduated

fashion to inflict small nu.imbers of casualties on the rioters until the

cumulative effect is beyond their tolerance. Gradient-lethal devices should

prove extremely effective for this method of response since they are

intended to inflict incapacitating but non-lethal wounds. To cope with

this sort of casualty, the rioting group must devote a large degr-ee of its

energies to assisting the wounded.

Volley fire is an extreme measure when lethal weapons ore used. It
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should be emphasized that the objective of this tactic is to wound

demonstrators in order to force crowd dispersal and to eliminate the chance

of physical injury to civilians or to security forces. When this degree of

force is contemplatec'., medical facilitias should be alerted or made available

for both security forces and rioters, whenever possible. The discipline of

any force using volley fire or any response which might inflict casualties

must be strict. Clos! supervision must be exercised by leaders at the

lowest levels to insure that accurate directions and proper rates of fire

are maintained.

6. Control Available Firepower. The objective of each response in

this doctrine is to limit urban and suburban violence and to prevent the

level of this violence from progressing to a higher degree. When this

objective is not met or when the level of violence is so great prior to the

introduction of security forces that general armed confrontation is imminent

or in progress, it will be necessary for riot-control forces to employ

available firepower to quickly eliminate the threat to lifc- and property

of the public. The principle of minimizing casualties and force necessary

to control rioters should be borne in mind, but protecting the general

public and the security forces takes first priority. Any tactics which may

prove successful in achieving these goals must be used. In extreme

circiunstances, non-lethal systems may assume a secondary role and may be

used only to add to the shock effect of the response.

Table 1 summarizes in matrix form those security measures deemed as

proper and appropriate alternatives in dealing with each of the four degrees

of threat. Thus, a show of force or saturation would be appropriate

responses to a nonviolent threat, wLile controlled available firepower

should be considered as an alternative only for the highest degree of

threat, armed confrontation. The purpose of each type of response is

restated below in abbreviated form. The show of force should intimidaze the

crowd, saturation should restrict the mob's movement, crowd dispersal
should disorganize the rioters, engagement of selected targets is used to

attack and incapacitate the ringleaders, volley fire should inflict a few

casualties to discourage the crowd, and controlleA availhble firepower

represents an all-out effort to control the demonstration.

17



Table 1. A Matrix of Degrees of Threat and Security Measures

DEGR'EES OF THREAT

Non- Damage to Ilhysical Armed
violent Public or Injury to Confronta-

Protest Private Civilians or tion
Property Security

SForces

1. Show of
Force

2. Saturation N X

= 3. Crowd
Dispersal

•lae

4. Engagement
of Selected
Targets

3. Volley
SFire

6. Controlled
Avai lable
Firepower
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I
D. Orgaliizations Designed to Control Violence

Currently, there are many diverse org~inizations among the world's

police and military forces used to cont.iol and disperse groups of people in

riot situations. A basis is needed upon which recommendations can be made

for the best such organization to effectively use less than lethal devices/

weapons in combatting such disturbances.

As defined here, the organization encompdsses the structure, planning,

strategy, and tactics of the riot-control forces using less than lethal

weapons. Although it may be difficult to develop an organization that is

practical and efficient for all situations, this structure must be

sufficiently flexible to include lethal devices. The major objective of

such an organization is to develop an elite squad/platoon/company of

qualified personnel to restrain and disperse a group of individuals involved

in a riot situation, and maintain law and order.

The organization of riot-control forces (tactical forces), according to

the literature as well as in actual practice, is modeled after the

conventional American military system of organization. The number of

personnel within the tactical force is largely/ dependent upon the needs of

the city or community that it serves. These nefeds relate to the potential

threats of civil disturbances within the area as well as the estimate of the

number of individuals who may participate in these disturbances.

As Applegate states in his book Riot Control, "The squad is the smallest,

integral operating unit" within the organization. Other sources agree with

Applegate but they differ in the number of men that are assigned to the

squad. Applegate recommends that a squad be composed of 12 personnel (a

squad leader, an assistant squad leader, and ten men). The manual of

Guidelines for Civil Disorder and Mobilization Planning published by the

International Association of Chiefs of Police states a squad should be

composed of 10 personnel (a supervisor and nine men). The Department of the

Army Field Manual of Civil Disturbances and Disasters (FM 19-15) recommends

that a squad consist of 10 men. The Monterey County Sheriff's Department

presently utilizes a squad of 15 personnel (a squad leader, an assistant

19
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sq(i. d lead and ,3 me.n) The '. ,.rcisco .:ounty Shcriff:.; )eparkmcnt

corrt. 1) doy loys a squad cf 8 Di: i i s-rgeant and 7 patrol ;xn).

verzst-. ces, such A.,pp''g.ite and FM i0-15, recommend that a

platoon con -,t .-. three r," f',.r .:jLad:s aisd a company consist of three

platoons. The rarnua4 of the inte-national Ass-ciation ef Chiefs of Police

recommends that , platoot conji.tt .. 't;CrP' squads and that a company

consist oF 1.hre-.: piatouns. The tical force from ,Mlontezey County Sheriff's

.,epa; tnelet 9)resen i,- has on,- plat:ror ef tv;w squads whereas San Francisco

County use, two platoor.:t c2 four s'u.•s each, and a third platoon, which is

mount,2d, to furm one company.

ii both the literature and in actual practice, a special sniper

detection and combat unit is recommended to deal with the sniper threat.

Other special units, that are within or attached to the riot-control forces,

are formed to handle intelligence, bomb disposal, protection for fire

fighters, arrest and confinement of rioters, area cleanup and any other

anticipated major problems.

A reserve force is necessary to back up the main tactical force. This

may include the regular police force, Mutual Aid agreements with the tactical

forces in other cities or communities, the National Guard, and/or branches

of the United States Armed Forces. Volunteers from the regular police force

usually comprise a city's or community's tactical force.

Training of the members is usually divided into two distinct phases

The first should involve classroom study in suhjects such as riot-control

strategy, mass arrest nrocedures, use of the different types of non-lethal

and lethal weapons, and other topics that are related to riot control. The

second phase is physical fitness. Drills ;n military type formations should

be included in this phase in order to emphasize the need for unifying the

individual members of the tactical force into an effective combat team.

The type and quantity of equipment that will be available to the riot-

control forces will vary according to present budgetary constraints, aid

from other riot-control forces, and assistance from higher governmental

organizations. Every member of the riot-control force must have sufficient
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personal equipment to protect himself from the hazards of bottles, rocks and

other thrown missiles.

Since communications are vital for effective command and control, each

control force leader in the organization must be able to communicate with

his fellow members. This may be done by miniature pocket or helmet-t)ye

transceivers.

The decision on setting up a field post should be based upon communication

capabilities. The command post must be able to communicate with forces in the

field, infiltrators in the mob, reserve forces, perimeter control forces,

patrols, and special teams. Without proper intelligence reports and rapid

communications with his forces, the field commander is not able to make

proper decisions. A field command post may be set up in either a large

vehicle or a building.

Riot-control forces may have difficulty in reaching an area of distur-

bance due to obstacles and hazards set up by the rioters. Thus, a vehicle

that can deliver riot-control forces swiftly and safely to the riot area is

mandatory.

The lack of accurate intelligence data, both before and during a civil

disturbance, will cause serious problems for the riot-control forces. These

forces must be capable of gathering sufficient intelligence data for

planning purposes as well as on-the-scene information for operational

purposes during a disturbance. Due to the complicated and time-consuming

process of interpreting and collecting inteilligence data from varied sources,

an intelligence unit staffed with full-time personnel is required. This unit

must be able to provide the control-forte leader with accurate information

that is essential for decision-making.

The capability of a riot-control force to handle a civil disorder

depends essentially on two factors: proper planning and competent performance.

The planning of strategy to be utilized must take into account the physical

and psychological conditions of the dis'urbances as well as its degree of

violence.

The first basic rule is for the control force to take strong and
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immediate measures to overwhelm the rioters. A force of insufficient

strength or hesitation on -'he part of the control forces will only aggravate

the situation and contribute to the breakdown of law and order. Inc

initiative must be gained by the authorities in order to discourage the

unlawful activities of the rioters.

Thc second basic rule is to arrest and detain the mob leaders and law

xiolators as soon as possible. This action is essential to "cooling off" the

diturbance. Without the mob leaders to direct the action, the mob soon loses

its unit> of purpose.

The third basic rule is to maintain sufficient manpower in the area after

control has been established. Thin display of manpower provides a psycholo-

gical effect as the rioters get the impression that the control forces arc,

eerywhere. 'The show of strength also acts as a strong deterrent to furth':r

rioting activitiCs.

These three general rules of strategy for riot control are sufficiently

flexible to handle most riot situations.

There are no riot-control tactics that apply to every possible

disturbance. The dominant requirement is to have enough persohnul and equip-

ment available to carry out effectively whatever tactics are necessary. These

tactical plans should be made in advance and explained to the riot-control

forces before they confront the mob. The five basic tactics are outlined as

follows:

1. Disperse the rioters by using sufficient force to break the

resistance of the mob. The control force leader should determine the

direction in which he intends to disperse the rioters and direct his attack

accordingly.

2. Gain the security of high vantage points such as roof tops.

This tactic should be accomplished as soon as possible in order to spot

potential problems such as rock/missile throwers. The gaining of these

vantage points by members of the control force will also decrease the

likelihood of successful sniper attacks.

3. Use sweeping methods to keep the rioters from reforming, The
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control forces must maintain a constant momentum and mobility in order to

keep pressure on the retreating mob.

4. Seal off the affected area by a perimeter control. This will

prevent unauthorized persons from entering the area and reinforcing th.

rioters.

5. Establish an active and aggressive method of patrolling. Thcze

patrols will provide current intelligence on rioters actions and act as a

psychological deterrent to rioter activity.

In selecting tactics to be used in a civil disturbance situation, the

control-force leader should scrupulously abide by the minimum necessary force

principle.

E. Hand-Carried Devices

In order to bend the will of a mob to conform with the desires of the

legally constituted authority, a suitable weapons system must be available

to that authority to allow application of the minimum force required to

accomplish the desired mission. The importance of the hord "minimum" has

been dramatically emphasized in separate tragic events at Kent State Univer-

sity, Ohio (1970) and New York's Attica State Prison (1971). For some time,

the spectrum bLtween the two extremes of a stick or baton on the one hand

and a conventional firearn, with service ammunition on the other has been

covered by chemical munitions (notably CS), but there exists considerable

activity in other non-lethal*, hand-delivered weapon systems.

Space constraints preclude an exhaustive list of hand-carried systems;

accordingly, only the most prominent systems are reviewed.

1. Tear gas (CS)**. CS induces extreme discomfort in the form of

tears, burning sensation of the eyes, coughing, difficult breathing,

involuntary eye closing, sinus/nasal drip, stinging skin, etc. It can be

* A purist would say "leoa-letacl" rather than "non-Zethal" sirnce any weapon
system offers some chance for kiZling.

*-ote that CS is preferred to and is replaci*ng CW because it acts more quickZy,
is more .2fficient per unit volume, and produces more severe reactions.
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delivered by hand grenades in two forms (burning and bursting): portable

dispensers (projected about 30 feet) and in chemical mace form (15-30 feet).

BUrling grenades can be projected by a rifle grenade launcher about 150 meters

and bursting grenades can be thrown 35-50 meters.

2. Batons (short one-handed and 36-inch two-handed).

3. Shock Baton. The flashlight cell power supply produces a

harmless but painful shock on the skin only (effective through light

clothing). The Shock baton is available in various lengths and can be used as

a woc'Ien baton. The shock has a good psychologic,.l and deterrent effect,

4. Stun-gun. The Stun-gun employs a 40 mm tube with accessories;

it can be used as a conventional baton or to fire a 40 mm projectile (which)

expands to a 4-inch diameter-flat, shot-filled bag). The effective range is

100 feet. Other loads (e.g., multiple wooden blocks, gas, flares and smoke)

Are available.

S. Special projectiles (e.g., 12-gauge plastic pellet shotshells,

rir, .*iotgun No. 7 1/2 and No. 9 bird shot, 37 mm riot gun shells (firing

wo... . blocks, rubber projectiles).

6. New police shotguns (12-gauge, gas-operated, auto loading, 27

iLiches long, 5 shot capacity; and 20-gauge, 17-inch, double barrel, auto

burglar gun) with handgun-like control.

7. Jet foam gun (plastic container with pistol-like shape). The

foam neýutralizes for 15 minutes without ill effects. Range is about one yard.

!.. Taser (fires two electrical contacts, each trailing up to 300

feet of wire conductor which, upon contact, shock and incapacitate the

target).

There are numerous instances of successful use of CS. Successes with the

37 mm multiple wooden block shell are claimed by Hong Kong And Berkeley police.

The British Arm)y is reported to have used 6-inch rubber projectiles in Belfast.

The hand-carried delivery system, currently used most extensively to

bridge the gap betwcen a stick or baton on the one extreme and a conventional

firearm with ,;ervice ammunition on the other, is some form of chemical
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munition (primarily CS).

Existing kinetic energy, low velocity type weapons should more properly

be referred to as less than lethal rather than non-lethal. However, several

systems (notably a type of stun-gun and special projectiles for conventional.

firearms) appear to be adaptable for use in situations that require the

application of minimum force to accomplish a mission.

Continued emphasis should be placed on developn.ent of less than lethal,

lou kinetic energy projectile systems that can be hand-carried.

Maximum effort should be taken to "learn lessons" from fi'iendly foreign

states on hand-carried systems. This is probably best accomplished through

existing Defense Attache organizations.

F. Vehicles

The role of the vehicle and its functional areas in civil disturbances

will not be studied. Ideas will be submitted for consideration of the

offensive role of a vehicle. To develop these ideas, pertinent literature

has been surveyed, communications have been established with manufacturers of

riot-control vehicles, and "brainstorming" sessions have been conducted with

experts. The technical evaluation of these ideas is not included in this

report.

A vehicle, in general, has a considerable advantage over men on the

ground in terms of weapon sophistication (accuracy, range of devices, height,

weight, and power limitations), mobility, and protection for its occupants.

On the other hand, a vehicle has several disadvantages including inability to

operate in exceedingly close quarters or marginal off-ioad conditions,

maintenance requirements, and high initial investment.

Vehicles may be categorized as administrative, command and control, or

attack vehicles. A vehicle may fall into more than one category. Our focus

will be on attack vehicles. Attack vehicles are those vehicles designed to

engage and control a mob. Attack vehicles may be further ideatified as single

or multi-purpose vehicles. Single purpose vehicles, such as water cannon

vehicles, lack the flexibility to handle all situations. Other required
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equipment, such as public address systems and lighting, must be transported

by other means. A multi-purpose vehicle may be regarded as a complete

package with weapon systems and support equipment organic to it. With gradient

lethal weapons, multi-purpose vehicles should prove more valuable than single

purpose vehicles.

Analysis of a multi-purpose attack vehicle will be developed around the

three functional areas of a vehicle: carriage, command and control, and

armament.

Tracked vehicles have several advantages over wheeled vehicles including

lower ground pressure, smaller turning radius, and a relatively invulnerable

propulsion system. Tracked vehicles can also negotiate obstacles, such as

curbs or barricades, that would hinder or stop wheeled vehicles or ground

effect vehicles. Physical parameters of the carriage would be dictated by

height, weight, and width constraints of a U. S. city. A vehicle should be

able to carry its operational equipment and sufficient personnel to opeinte

and protect the vehicle. Personnel would include a driver, communications

specialist, weppon system operators, outside protection elements, and a

vehicle commander. To reduce vulnerability, the following requirements are

proposed: sufficieit armor to protect against small arms fire, pressurized

interior and air conditioning so that the vehicle is inidependent of outside

environment, outside fire extinguisher system, electrifiable exterior, and

cutside defensive personnel.

The command and control function appears to be an almost undeveloped

concept. With proper communications, the vehicle assumes the larger role of

controlling rather than acting as part of a team. The vehicle can provide a

dominating controlling platform. The command and control function will be

divided into external and internal communications.

External communications refer to contact outside the immediate environ-

ment of the vehicle. Radio contact needs to be maintained with higher

authority. With sufficient radio power, the necessity for separate command

and control vehicles can be eliminated except in citie.; with widely distri-

buted areas. Police would then be free to work out of their normal head-

quarters. To permit contact with all deployed elements, automatic radio relay
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capabilities could be used to permit %.ontact with personnel using hand-

carried radios. To further augment the radio system, television cameras

should be an integral part of the system. The television picture can be im-

mediately relayed to the controlling headquarters. Such television records

can be used for historical purposes, to identify key agitators, and to furnish

an immediate visual appraisal of the situation. Giveih that different levels

of command maintain the authority to withhold or use certain tactics or

potentially lethal weapons, timeliness of response by police forces is made

very difficult. With adequate communications including radio and television,

the command elements can make critical decisions operating from their normal

headquarters with full knowledge of the situation.

Internal communications refer to contact between the vehicle and its

supporting elements. The vehicle commander from his dominant position would

be in an ideal position to control all personnel within his area. He should

be able to assess and react better than a similar counterpart on the ground.

Contact with subordinate ground forces would be made through receiver-

transmitters in the riot helmets of those forces.

The communications described would insure a timely and effective

response to any developing situation. Confusion and uncertainty would be

minimized.

Armament may be considered as the interface between police control and

mob action. Besides weapon systems, this interface includes public address

systems and searchlights. Weapon systems are those systems used in a crowd

at a determined level of lethality. Passive systems are those systems whose

effects are determined solely by the proximity of the crowd. Passive systems

would be particularly applicable to denial operations. Both active and

passive systems would be gradient-lethal, depending in the first case upon

the will of the police and, in the second, upon the will of the crowd. A

given system may be both active and paysive depending on its application.

Current vehicle system developments are thoroughly discussed in Riot

Control by Applegate. Among the more promising are the HPS-l sound system

with curdler and the R2 multi-purpose attack vehicle. Systems under
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development which appear promising are the foam-producing system and the

Riotrol (instant banana peel) chemical.

Some concepts will be touched upon which have some potential as a

vehicle system. Among the active systems are the following:

1. Laser: Although little more than a sophisticated bullet, their

effect on individuals can be controlled by range/power parameters.

2. Plastic webbing: Projected over a group, plastic webbing

could be utilized to temporarily immobilize a group by restricting movement.

The webbing could also include a quick setting glue to make removal even

more difficult. A large number of individual strands would accomplish a

similar purpose.

3. Searchlights: Besides providing illumination, they could be

used to dazzle a crowd. An alternating (strobe) light, coupled with a

curdler, should prove very disorienting.

4. Nausecus gas: Projected in small pellets over crowds, the

effect would be partially controlled by the density of gas created.

In the area of primarily passive (barrier) devices, the following ideas

have some merit:

1. Microwave: ThLs system would create heat inside absorbing

elements. Heat creation is a function of range/power parameters. As an active

weapon, except in violent confrontations, it probably lacks sufficient

control of lethality because of the variation Gf its effects on individJals

2. White phosphorous: Projected in rope-like form across an

arez, it would cause serioats burns to people trying to cross the area.

3. Electric fenct: Deployed from the sides of a vehicle by remote

control or mechanical means, it could effectively sual an area. One vehicle

with a 100-foot fence on each side could control a perimeter of 200 feet;

two vehicles, 400 feet. As an active weapon, a vehicle could approach a

crowd and extend its fence to sepatLate the crowd or cordon off troublesome

elements. Or with fences extended, the vehicle could move forward into a

crowd having the same effect asian advancing police line.
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A vehicle would not be able to incorporate all these systems. However,

a vehicle with several of them, properly employed, could prove to be a very
effective riot-control vehicle. Examples of use of the various systems are

shown in Table 2.

A vehicle generally has a considereble advantage over men on the ground

in terms of weapon sophistication, mobi'ity, and protection of occupants. The

vehicle is a very powerful tool in the irsenal of the riot-control forces.

The riot-control forces gain in flexibility in their response to different

situations. A vehicle also has certain disadvantages aside from those related

to its actual operation; the crowd may have increased antagonistic feelings

from the mere sight of the vehicle.

The feasibility of developing an effective riot-control vehicle should

be seriously studied. A vehicle equipped to make use of the advantages

inherent in this _'ype of system woulc, add greatly to riot control. It seems

advisable to pay particular attentioi to the outward appearance of the

vehicle. It should be imposing but it should not look like a tank. The

vehicle should be clearly identifialle as a police vehicle; white is recom-

mended as a proper color for the oucside of the vehicle.

G. Air Mounted Devices

The extensive use of aircraft in the Republic of .' etnam during the past

seven years has provided a multit:,de of innovative c-ncepts, which should be

considered for adaptatic;i iii the field of urban violenc. control. The great

flexibility of the helicopter ha'. proven invall..able ATi, all phases of

counterinsurgency operations and this same flexibility should provide great

assistance to law enforcement tiroughout the complete spectrum of urban

violence.

This section is primarily oriented toward the employment of rotary-wing

aircraft, since their civil-d'sturbance control capabilities and flexibility

exceed those of fixed-wing aircraft in almost every aspect except that of

major bombing and strafing. The chief drawback of the helicopter, when com-

pared to light fixed-wing aircraft, is its high initial cost.

The use of helicopters in urban areas presents peculiar problems to the
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Tablc 2. Recommended Responses for Various Combinations of

Security, Measures and Degrees of Threat

Degree of Threat

Nonviolent Damagc to Physical Armed
Protest Public or Injury to Ccnfronta-

Private Civilian or tions
Property Security

Forces

Show of Vehicle

Force Apperance

Microwave

White Phosphorous

Saturation Electric Fence
Search Lights
Nauseo..s Gas

Plastic Webbing

Crowd Searchlights

Dispersal Microwave
% Eleýctric Fence

Nauseous Gas

Engagement Laser
of Selected Microwave

Targets Plastic Webbing

Volley Fire Laser

(limited) Mi rowave
Nauseous Gas

Controlled Laser
Available. Microwave
Firepower
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pilot and crew. in addition to normal-police :'lying, the crew must learn to

become an integral link in the violence control structure and participate in

frequent training exercises to maintain adequate proficiency.

Some types of helicopters perform the mission of urban flying better

than others. For operating in urban areas, where space between buildings is

limited, the rotor diameter should be small and the engine should have

sufficient power to allow very slow flight and hover "out of ground effect".

The helicopter should have good visibility in all directions and be stable

at slow speeds to avoid hitting wires and light poles. Helicopters which

stand out in this respect (although costing approximately $90,000) are the

Hughes 500 (OH-6A), with its string turbine engine and small 26-foot diameter

rotor, and the somewhat larger Bell Jet Ranger 206A (OH-58A), with its 35-

foot diameter rotor. The Bell 47 (OH-13) provides less lift and hovering

capability with its reciprocal engine and 37 feet rotor diameter, but is

currently popular due to its relatively low initial cost of approximately

$43,000.

Since a slow, low-flying helicopter is vulnerable to snipers, all

aircraft should be equipped with combat-proven armor protection for the pilot

and fuel control unit. The fuel tanks should be self-sealing for wcapors up

to 30- caliber.

Despite the use of helicopters by major law-enforcement agencies, their

capabilities during urban violence have not been fully exploited. The

following general capabilities will be discussed with a view both to the

hardware and to the tactical employment of helicopters.

There are three general methods by which ordnance can be delivered from

a helicopter: from its organic weapons, from hand-held weapons, or by

gravity drop.

1, Organic Weapons. Almost any helicopter can be modified to accept

a rocket-type delivery system, a 40 mm grenade launcher, or a Gatling type

7.6 mm machine gun (mini-gun). Aircraft specifically designed for this role,

such as the Bell Ah-IG (Cobra) or Lockheed's AH-56 (Cheyenne), combine very

accurate fire with good operating performance. On the other hand, smaller
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modified helicopters, such as the Bell 47 (OH-13), suffer considerably in

comparison in matters of accurate fire and perforicance.

With some exceptions, the use of these organic weapons would be prudent

only during the later stages of an armed confrontation sfnce there is little

control over their lethality. Rockets and grenades armed with chemicals will

be discussed later.

2. Hand-Held Devices Fired from the Door. Although the helicopter is

not sufficiently stable for precision fire from the door, it does provide a

mobile base from which the expezienced marksman can deliver reasonably

accurate area fire. All hand-held weapons, except the recoilless type, can be

fired from any door of the aircraft. This method of fire would probably be

preferred by most law enforcement aencies, since the helicopter is not

specifically tied down to an "armed" role only. In addition, it permits the

use of all "gradient -lethal"weapons such as rubber bullet weapons, dart guns,

and even stun-guns.

3. Gravity Drops and Spray. The slow airspeed capability of the

helicopter enables it to deliver very accurate drops of hand grenades,

leaflets, and ch3micals. Spray devices, often used for the mass delivery of

chemicals, such as that employed at Attica Prison, have given way to

cannister drops which are more accurate, discriminating, and produce a more

effective concentration on the ground.

The use of chemicals from an aircraft should follow the same general

guidelines as their use on the ground. Escape routes can easily be determined

from the air and the chemical can be delivered in sufficient quantities to

preclude the situation from degenerating into a "game", such as rioters

throwing CS grenades back at the police.

As a minimum, at least one crewman at the controls of the aircraft must

wear a protective mask which also allows him radio communication; an example

is the currently available military M-24 mask.

There also appears to be great potential in dropping a powder, such as

Riotrol, which, when wetted down on a hard Surface, makes is ".. .virtually

irnpssible for an individual to move or stand up..."9 Hi-Lxpansion roam,
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used in firefighting, and plastic-type bubbles could also be dispensed from

helicopters to create barriers or to disorient rioters.

The helicopter has proven to be an ideal mobile platform for loudspeakers

and searchlights. Both devices have great psychological impact upon a crowd.

Equipped with "The Zardler (People Repeller)" connected to the military

HPS-I speaker system, sound comparable to standing behind a jet aircraft can

be reproduced and amplified "... to break up slogan-shouting, chanting, and

hand clapping that unifies and hypnotizts a mob".9 At close ranges the

rioter would be forced to cover and protest his ears.

With the use of searchlights, such as the "Night Sun", rioters can be

clearly identified from an altitude of 300 feet. The unit weighs only 38

pounds and both the beam width and direction can be remotely controlled from
10

the cockpit. In addition to assisting ground forces in the control of a

crowd, the light tends to blind and disorient the rioter.

Although this capability is not directly linked to -gradient lethality,

its importance to law enforcement is so great that it must be mentioned.

Indirectly, the proper positioning of forces on rooftops or key intersections

can have a great impact upon controlling a crowd before weapons become

necessary. Doctrines for sniper and urban searches advocate that where

possible, the buildings be entered from the rooftops and searched downward.

Rooftop surveillance is also stressed as an effective means of reporting riot

and sniper activity. Sniper control tegms and surveillance personnel can most

rapidly be placed on rooftops by helicopter.

Again not specifically linked to gradient lethality, this capability is

perhaps the most important asset of the official responsible for controlling

urban violence. Rapid and accurate intelligence information conccrning the

size, location, movement, and condition of a crowd is essential. This can be

provided by the official actually riding airborne in the helicopter or through

a remotely-located television camera linked to a central control facility.

"A Los Angeles TV station assisted police through the use of airborne tele-

vision during .the Watts Riots". 1 0

Searchlights can be used at night to maintain contact with the crowd and
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the military lIPS-1 loudspeaker system can be used to broadcast livc or taped

messages for a distance of 2 1/2 miles to deliver instructions to the crowd

and persons in the immediate area of the disturbance.

The flexibility of rotary wing aircraft provides riot-control force

increased capabilities in the area of lethal/non-lethal ordnance delivery,

chemical delivery, psychological capability, airlift capacity, and command

and control.

Although the cost to small police forces may appear high, the imagina-

tive and efficient use of rotary wing aircraft can substantially extend the

police capability.

Increased emphasis should be placed on the use of rotary wing aircraft

in controlling urban violence; research and dcvelopment in imaginative

equipment and concepts of employment should be expanded.

H. Doctrine of Employment for Man and Machine

There appears to be no single doctrine for employment of men and machines

in situations of urban violence. With training and proper equipment,

successful riot control could be carried out wit;, a minimum of injury to both

rioters and riot-control personnel.

Rapid response at the first indication of a threat of violence is deemed

to be the most important single key to success. The visit to Paris showed

that an organization whose only function is to be trained and ready to

counter urban violenoe situations is desirable where cost considerations

allow.

The doctrine of employment developed during this project should be

considereu for possible use in indoctrination and training of personnel in

riot-control techniques. Although it may not exactly fit every situation, it

is flexible enough to be useful in these functions. The French system or

organization for riot control in the large cities of France should be studied

for partial or total adoption in large cities of the United States. Federal

crime-prevention aid is an excellent vehicle for funding such organizations.

Local control will probably be necessary due to the general fear by municipal
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governments of federal impingement on their areas of competence.

The following organizations represent the ideas, suggestions, and

objectives thaL have been presented by various sources in the literature.

These squad and platoon organizations have been recommended as particularly

effective for police departments in the process of forming their own tactical

riot forces.

The Squad (Reinforced) - Self-Contained and Cross-Trained

A. Headquarters Fire Team

1. Squad Leader

2. Radioman

3. Sniper Team Leader

4. Marksman

5. Spotter
B. Action Fire Teams I, If, and III

1. Fire Team Leader/Shotgunman

2. Stungunman

3. Batonman

4. Batonman

C. Logistics Fire Team

1. Fire Team Leader/Guard

2. Guard/Paramedic

3. Guard/Driver

Total - 20 members (see Figure 1)

The reinforced squad would be particularly useful in an area where the

threat of civil disturbance existed.

Due to the predictable sniper threat, a sniper team comprised of three

members was added to the headquarters fire team. The sniper team enables the

squad leader to detach the team immediately to combat sniper threats without

using members of the action fire teams and thus breaking the integrity of

those teams.

The three action fire teams are identical in organization. The action

fire teams hence are completely interchangeable and give the squad leader
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great flexibility ii mastering rapidly changing mob threats.

The Logistics :ire Team is necessary for the single reinforced squad
which would exist at the threshold of necessity for iiot-control forces. Its

duties involve transporting the squad, guarding the squad's equipment, the

process of arrest, and acting as a source of replacements for the squad,

medical treatment and evacuation.

When increased civil disturbance threats demand more than a single

squad, a platoon may be needed by the particular urban area. The following

would compromis;e an effective platoon:

The Platoon

A. Headquarters Squad (9 members)

1. Platoon Leader

2. Assistant Platoon Leader

3. Radioman

4. Logistics Fire Team 1, 11 (3 men each)

B. Action Squads I, II, III (14 men ecch)

1. Squad Leader

2. Radioman

3. Action Fire Teams I, II, I11 1 e each)

C. Sniper Squad (11 men)

1. Squad Leader

2. Radioman

3. SniperTeams I, II, III (3 men each)

Total - 62 members (see Figure 2)

The duties and organization of the action fire teams, logistics fire

teams, and the sniper teams are the same as those stated for the squad.

If vehicle or aircraft are made available to the riot-control force--,

* force commanders would probably assign, intact, the fully interchangeabie

action fire teams and/or squads to the motorized equipment, either to be

transported by it, engage in combat from it, or provide security for the

equipment.

The following is a list of eq'ipment that each member of the tactical
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force should have. The equipment has the vital basic purpose of reducing the

vulnerability of the individual riot-control officer.

1. Helmet with face shield

2. Miniature transceiver 3
3. Lightweight bulletproof vest (upper torso protection)

4. One-piece, fire-resistant uniform

S. Gloves

6. Shin guards

7. Reinforced athletic supporter

8. Steel-toed boots.

III RESEARCH ON URBAN VIOLENCE

A. Introduction

In an effort to learn more about the problem at hand, field trips were

scheduled by members of a team of United States military officers to those

parts of the world whcrc urban violence has occurred in recent times and has

been dealt with by the authorities. In preparation for these field trips, a

sequence of five questionnaires was formulated to serve as the basis for

interviews with the authorities and experts in the field of response to urban

violence. The content of these questionnaries is displayed in Questionnaires

I to 5, which follow.

Field trips were scheduled to the following areas:

1. Paris, France; Officials of the French Government and the

Prefecture of the Police for Paris

2. Miami, Florida; Miami Beach Chief of Police and the Sheriff of

Dade County

3. Hong Kong; Provost Marshal's Office

4. Tokyo, Japan; Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department and the

Japan2se Ground Self-Defense Force.
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The Trip Reports provide answers to the detailed questions posed in the

Questionnaires I to S. The reader should make constant reference to these

Questionnaires to relate each response to the appropriate question.

Questionnaire 1

Doctrine of Employment of Men and Machines to Control Urban Violence

1. Describe your doctrine of employment of men and machines for riot-control

situations in urban areas.

2. Does your doctrine include the p;nc.ule of minimum force necessary to

control violence?

3. Do you have a system for classifying urban violence by degree? What is

it?

4. What indicators do you use for determining when urban violence passes

from one stage to another?

S. What is your system of response to threats of violence? Is it graduated?

6. Do you employ non-lethal or gradient-lethal devices and how do they fit

into your doctrine?

7. Do you employ a formal training program to indoctrinate commanders in

making decisions involving the level of response to urban violence?

8. Do you employ an information system to gauge the mood of a crowd?

9. Does the process of violence control include any extra-legal powers

normally not enjoyed by law enforcement agencies?

10. If your doctrine is other than one of minimum force necessary and/or

graduated response (such as immediate, all-out force to clear the street,

etc.) do you have any backlash of sentiment from the general population?

11. Would you comment on the usefulness of tLe attached model (Table 1)?
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Que.;tionnaire 2

Organization of Men and Machines for Control of Urban Violence
4

1. What is the strength/size of the m2jor cities' police forces and riot-

control forces?

2. What is the strength/size of the national or provincial police forces

and riot-control forces?

3. What is the organizational structure of the "combat" personnel of the

riot-control forces and the numbers in each element of this structure?

4. Are the combat personnel organized on the basis of foot or motorized

movement?
k

S. Describe the missions of the smallest integral unit and the duties of

each of the members. Include the armament of each individual (especially

the non-lethal weapons carried).

6. When the riot-control forces are deployed, what is the strength/size of

the reserve forces?

7. What are the qualifications for selection of personnel who are assigned

to the riot-control forces?

8. What training do the personnel of the riot-control forces and reserves

receive and how often do they receive this training?

9. What type of transportation air and/or ground is used by the riot-control
forces when they deploy?

10. How are the personnel carriers armed and what protection do they afford

the transported personnel? Describe the carriers and differentiate

between transport and combat vehicles.

11. How are arrested rioters transported to confinement or isolated from

other rioters?

12. What methods of communications are used by the riot-control forces, e.g.,

radio, television, wire, light, messenger, etc.?
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Questionnaire 2 (Cont.)

13. What type of a vehicle or structure is used for a field command post

and where is it usually located?

14. Are there any units designated for highly specialized tasks, e.g.,

bomb di.posal, anti-sniper aefense, etc.? If so, how are tney organized?

15. List all other equipment carried by each man, including protective

devices, uniform clothing, etc.

16. Describe other equipment that is used by the riot-control forces.

Questionnaire 3

1. Threat Description (using the following, briefly describe the threat).

a. Phase of civil strife (turmoil, conspiracy, internal war, combina-

tion of two or more, or variable as a function of time/place).

b. Description of civil strife (participants, the area, casualties,

damage and duration).

c. Miscellaneous classification (nature of participants, objectives of

activists, techniques of disturbance, type/amount of destructive force).

2. Hand-carried dcvices employed in controlling civil disturbance (using the

following as a guide, discuss hand systems in use or protected for future

use).

a. Classification by principle.

(1) Low kinetic energy (KE) (e.g., rubber, plastic, or wood

projectiles).

(2) Chemical (e.g., smoke, dye, CS, CN in grenade (hand-burster or

baseball, or launcher) form or as Chemical mace).

(3) Otfensive accoustical (e.g., directional devices, liPS-1 type

with curdler).

(4) Light-producing devices.

(S) Electrical (e.g., shock baton).

(6) Flame.

(7) Conventional individual/crew served (CS) weapons and ammunition

(e.g., semi and automatic weapons with or without bayonets, mortars,

grenade launchers, flame throwers, shotguns, hand grenades).



Questionnaire 3 (Cont.)

b, Classification by radius of deterrence.

(1) 0-15 feet (e.g., batons, mace, foam guns).

(2) 15-30 feet (e.g., riot-control agent disperser).

(3) 30-100 feet (e.g., stun-gun with bean bag projectiles).

(4) 100 plus feet.

(5) Gradient-lethal system (KE less lethal device with built-in

flexibility that allows operation in more than one mode (incapacitating

or lethal).

c. Classification by accuracy.

(1) Area-type device (e.g., chemical munitions).

(2) Precision-type device (e.g., marksman with a rifle).

d. MOE used for devices above and worth/utility for each.

e. Which devices have been found suitable for mounted use (wheeled/

tracked vehicle, horse, RW/FW aircraft)?

3. Command, Control, and Doctrine of Employment.

a. Describe unit organizations (to include unit strengths, density and

type of individual/CS weapons, and mobility provided, if applicable).
b. What means of communications are employed (e.g., existing civilian

systems, PA sets, commercial radio/TV, RTf, radio (FM/AM, military/

police/taxi), visual, audio) and what security measures are observed?

c. What training (individual And unit) is conducted?

d. Describe principles of operation and tactical procedures (key
questions: control procedures for loading/firing of non- and less

lethal devices, SOP-type instructions to individuals, means of communi-

cation to crowd).

4. Miscellaneous.

a. What are lessons learned as pertain to hand-carried delivery systems

from recent civil disturbances?

b. Are any predictive mathematical models available for KE munitions

systems?

c. What system accuracy/lethality (as a function of range) trade-off

analyses are available for both non- and less lethal systems?
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Questionnaire 3 (Cont.)

d. Is a totally non-lethal KE munition available? If so, what is it?

e. Has the "lethal limit" for a low velocity solid projectile been

defined?

f. Are test data on bean bag projectiles available?

g. Describe vulnerability reduction equipment used (e.g., shields,

masks, protective clothing, body armor, face pieces or goggles, protec-

tive masks, helmets or special headgear, etc).

h. What special purpose equipment (no: previously mentioned) are

effectively employed (e.g., long riot batons, cameras (movie, still, or

polaroid), recording devices, ropes, ladders, grappling hooks, roadblock/

barrier material)?

Questionnaire 4

Vehicle, Integral or Transported, Violence-Control Hardware

1. Is the basic combat organizational unit of your urban riot force foot,

motor vehicle or aircraft mobile?

2. For what purpose do you employ motor vehicles with riot-control forces,

e.g., logistics, communications, reconnaissance, combat purposes, et.-.?

What types of vehicles do you consider effective for riot-control use,

e.g., wheeled, tracked, ground effects; armored, unarmored, etc?

4. W1ich of the following types of violence control devices do you mount

integrally on vehicles or transport as hand-carried systems?j

a. Gradient-lethal.

b. Non-lethal.

c. Lethal.

5. Describe the vehicles which you presently have in service with the riot-

control forces: wheeled-- weight, speed, integral weapons, carried

weapons, range, vulnerability; tracked--weight, speed, integral weapons,

carried weapons, range, vulnerability; ground effects--weight, speed,

integral weapons, carried weapons, range, vulnerability.

6. Present the general direction of your research and development effort
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questionnaire 4 (Cont.)

for riot-control vehicles.

7. Which of your vehicles have been employed in actual riot-control

operations?

8. Describe the tactics acutally employed with integral-vehicle and vehicle-

mounted violence-control systems.

9. Describe the effectiveness of vehicle-associated, violence-control

systems and especially the reaction of mobs to the systems, What types

of vehicles are best suited for riot-control combat and reconnaissance?

Questionnaire 5

Aircraft, Integral or Transported, Violence-Control Hardware

(All questions inherently imply comtemplated use as well as past employment) 2

I. What type air vehicles are currently used in riot-control operations?

RW-FW-and specific type and capabilities.

2. Have any aircraft been equipped with organic conventional weapons or

gradient-lethal weapons for use in riot control? (e.g., armed helicop-

ters).

3. Have searchlights (Night Sun) been used in riot control?

4. Have any aircraft been equipped with loudspeakers for crowd control and

communication?

5. If aircraft are planned to be used as chemical agent dispensers, what

type device is envisioned? (e.g., spray, cannister drop, or individual

grenade drop/projective).

6. Are there plans to drop anti-friction chemicals or similar "exotic"

bubbles, etc. from aircraft?

7. Have aircraft been used for deploying police or troops, such as toa

rooftops for surveillance or sniper operations?

8. Are aircraft planned to be used for command and control by the individ-

ual responsible for riot control?
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Questionnaire S (Cont.)

9. Will police or aircraft crewmen fire any type of hand-held weapon from

the door of the aircraft?

10. Wat is considered the minimum flight altitude (if any) for operating

in urban areas during riot-control operations?

11. Are aircraft equipped with self-sealing fuel cells, chemical, and armor

protection for the crew?

12. Are crewmen specially trained for riot-control operations and urban

flying conditions?

B. Trip Report; Paris, France

1. Orientation. For an outstanding source of information and to test

the validity of the riot-control matrix suggested in Table 1, a field trip

was made to Paris, France. In Paris, meetings were held with officials of

the French Government and with officials of the Prefecture of Police for

Paris. Notes were compared and detailed information was obtained. Answers to

specific detailed questions are contained in the Foreign State Visit Report

which follows. Discussion of the ric.-control matrix tended to confirm its

validity. However, the French are not currently faced with a threat wherein

police are likely to be confronted by armed rioters.

It was found that the strength of the French in the control of riots

and urban violence lay in areas of doctrine, organization, and training.

Research for this field trip related to the Paris area of operations, where

most of the French experience has been gained.

The Paris Police organization is a segment of the French National Police

for reasons of financial support, but is independent for reasons of opera-

tional control. The Prefect of Police for the City of Paris is subordinate

to the Minister of the Interior of the nation and responsible for the

maintenance of order in the City of Paris. The French military has no role

in riot control with the exception of static protection of public buildings.

Of the approximately 20,000 policemen for the City-of Paris, there are
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2000 permanently assigned in the riot-control mission. Specially chosen from

graduates of the police academy, these men train and maintain their equip-

ment in military fashion. It is this ready force which gives the French

confidence in their ability to control urban violence.

2. Answers to Questionnaires.

L. Questionnaire 1.

1. The French doctrine of employment of men and machines for riot-control

situations in urban areas is based on principles of mobile, rapid response

with a strong force. The French retain ready forces which are specifically

trained in riot-control techniques and tactics. These forces are usually

positioned in different parts of the city for rapid employment and are

equipped with vehicles for mobility.

2. The French doctrine included the principle of using the minimum force

necessary to control violence insofar as actual confrontation is concerned.

They are quick to deploy, however, whatever number of men will be necessary

to be absolutely certain of success if actual force becomes necessary.

3. The French have no clearly defined system of classifying violence by

degree. They rely on the judgment of trained riot-control commanders who

report continuously to higher authority where decisions are made concerning

the escalation of force necessary to counter violence in the street.

4. The indicators used to determine when urban violence passes from one

stage to another are the degrees to which civil and municipal order are being

violated. For example, if a crowd which has been peacefully demonstrating

moves to occupy a public plaza and then attempts to erect a barricade of

overturned automobiles, etc., then the demonstration has escalated in

violence by several degrees. The French invariably have riot-control person-

nel on the scene who do not interfere during any peaceful demonstration;

these personnel are trained to note changes in intent or mood of the crowd.

5. The French employ a graduated system of response to threats of violeace

which consists of show of force, saturation, and then crowd dispersal. Crowd

dispersal is employed when the situation goes beyond one of peaceful
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demonstration. Saturation is used by the French in any riot situation ;s a

measure of prevention.

6. The French employ non-lethal weapons of two types: batons 4nd gas

grenades. They employ no other weapons, gradient-lethal r otherwise. Thesc

non-lethal weapons are employed in the crowd dispersal phase of a riot-

control situation; gas is employed as an extreme measure and only with

permission of the Minister of Interior of the nation. Gas J_%usually

resorted to when there is a threat, due to the crowd's size, that the

available manpower will not be able to contain the violence oefore rein-
forcements arrive.

7. Commanders of riot-control police forces ar.e trained continuously in

this task. Actual decisions on escalation of force to counter violence are

made by district police commissioners who are in constant communication with

the office of the Minister of the InLerior of the nation. These comgis;ioners

are trained in making such decisions and serve 24 hours duty one day per

month in the headquarters of the police department as liaison to the

Minister of Interior in riot-control situations, should such situatic.nt

arise.

8. The French police maintain an excellent intelligence system which allows

them to have knowledge of virtually any incident which might result in an

urban violence situation. They employ clandestine operatives who infiltrate

dissident groups. They send infiltrators into crowds which threaten rioting

in order to arrest the leaders before they can flee when the police commence

crowd dispersal activities. There is an organized unit of rlainclothesmen

wio patrol and keep a close eye on the city streets. Finally, there are

almost 5000 policemen on the city streets at any hour of the day or night

with direct communication to their district headquarters.

9. At any time that cxtra-legal pnwers are considered necessary in the

control of violence, the Minister of Interior of the nation is in constant

communication with the police commissioners, at the scene and makes such

decisions.

10. The French police have been effective in riot control and have suffered
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nu backlash from the general public. They are organized in such a way that

the policeman on the street who has day-to-day contact with the population

does not participate in riot-control duties and so is not made a target for

any resentment that might be harbored.

11. The riot-control model in matrix form (Table 1) was deemed useful by the

French police responsible for riot control. Due to the fact that the threat

faced by the French is very different than that faced in the United States,

only the section of the matrix dealing with responses up to and including

crowd dispersal was considered applicable in the French case.

b. Questionnaire 2.

1. The police force of Paris, the largest city in France with a population of

seven million, numbers approximatley 20,000 men. Of these, about 2000 are

retained exclusively for riot-control duty and have no other duties. They are

trained and in a constant state of readiness for riot-control activity on a

full-time basis. In other cities, there are roughly 200 men per city district

retained in the same manner.

2. The city police of Paris form a segment of the National Police and are

the only organization responsible within the nation for riot control in Paris.

They can be augmented in case of extreme need by riot-control police similarly

organized, from other cities. The size of this organization is the same

2000-man force previously mentioned.

3. In each of the nine districts of Paris, there are two companies of 100

men each, called, "Compagnies d'intervention," or companies of interventions

(see Figure 3). Each company is on duty for an eight-hour period during

every day, so that at any time there are six companies available in the city.

This duty is rotated so the companies on duty are positioned in various parts

of the city where they may be quickly assembled for use, as needed. Each

company performs training according to a specific manual of rules and tactics

and also conducts physical fitness activity and equipment maintenance during

its duty period. In a period when rapid response is deemed necessary, training

is omitted and the emphasis is placed on fall readiness. Each company is led

by a Captain who is assisted by a Lieutenant. There are four sections of 25
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men in each company led by a Lieutenai-,.. Uach secion is further subdivided

into two groups of twelve men each, and eýach group is led by a sergeant.

4. Combat personnel are organized on the basis of motorized movement.

Vehicles are designed to carry each basic element.

5. The mission of the group is rapid deployment to an area where a demon-

stration, peaceful or otherwise, is taking place. This deployment is to mount

a show of force and to request reinforcements sufficient to deal with any
contingency. In the case of a peaceful demonstration, the specific mission

of the group is to identify the leaders of the demonstration and accompany

them to headquarters where an accord cdn be made regarding the area within

which the demonstration is to be restricted, the time the demonstration must

dissolve, and the rules to be observed. Any deviation from this accc.:1 then

becomes a basis for further reaction by police forces.

6. Reserve forces are generally requested on the principle of three reserves
for each employed member. A company, for instance, usually employs one section,

maintaining three sections in reserve. When large scale riots are encountered,

two companies of the six available are usually kept in reserve while the 12

off-duty companies are placed on alert.

7. Perscnnel selected for riot-control duty are required to possess the

equivalent of a high school education. They are selected from graduates of the

one-year course at the National Police Academy with certain specific charac-

teristics of athletic ability, large stature and courage.

8. The riot-control forces are in continuous training in riot-control tactics

as a full-time duty.

9. Riot-control forces aie transported by specially designed buses.

10. Personnel carriers are unarmed and are protected from projectiles (rocks,

bricks, etc.) by wire screens over window openings.

11. Arrested rioters are transported to police headquarters by police who have

a law enforcement function; these police are summoned by the two criminal

police inspectors who accompany each company of riot-control police.

12. For communications, riot-control forces employ radio primarily, with
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approximately 24 channels available. Combat leaders are equipped with hand-

carried, two-way radios while mobile command posts have multi-channel zapa-

bility. The static command post at city police headquarters is equipped to

communicate with any hand-held, radio transmitter/receiver as well as any

street telephone box or mobile command post. Closed circuit television monitors

are available which cover each of 12 major plazas in the city Primarily for

traffic control, these monitors can ba exploited, if needed, for riot-control

situations.

13. Two types of vehicles are used as mobile command posts. A small land-

cover type is used for the control of two companies, and a larger modified

bus is used to handle forces which number more than two comparles. These are

usually maneuvered close to the riot area, but at a distance chosen to minimize

interference with combat personnel and vehicles.

14. There are bomb-disposal units which are available from the police labora-

tory department.

1S. Each man in the riot-control combat unit has the following equipment:

high-top leather boots, protected vest (not bullet-proof), slip-on trousers,

slip-on jacket, protected gauntlet (for parrying blows by clubs, pipes, etc.),

helmet with bullet-proof visor, 30-inch, hardwood baton. In addition, two

grenade-launching rifles and six bullet-proof, clear-plastic shields are

carried pec section. The trousers and jacket contain no hooks, loops or belts.

c. Questionnaires 3 and S.

Specific answers will not be provided to the prepared questionnaire in

the areas of hand-held weapons systems and aviation systems. The French have

little to offer in these areas since, in the urban violence threat faced by

the French, ther. is no evidence of sophisticated weapons in the hands of the

rioters.

The single system of ordnance used by the French riot-control forces is

a rifle-launched cannister of a gas virtually identical to A.7.S. It is

&vailable in a hand-projected cannister of less range and accuracy than the

American counterpart. An interesting weapon is a projector capable of launch-

ing four cannisters simultaneously, mounted on a vehicle that is designed to
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destroy barricades.

The French employ heliccntrs in a surveillance role only in riot-control

situations. Cannisters of gas may be lowered from the helicopters in satchels

for deployment. The French have not yet had the occasion to use this tactic.

d. Questionnaire 4.

1. The basic combat organizational unit of the French urban riot-control

force is the motor vehicle mobile. These are vehicles which can transport

either group-size or section-size units.

2. Motor vehicles are employed for logistics, communications, reconnaissance

and combat purposes.

3. The French consider wheeled vehicles effective and economical for riot-

control use. Such vehicles tend to subordinate the military appearance and

are unarmored.

4 The French have only two vehicle-mounted weapons systems. One, a projec-

"^)r for gas cannisters, is mounted on a tractor for barricade removal and the

other, a water cannon, is mounted on a large vehicle mounting the tank 3rd

pumping equipment.

5. The vehicles presently in service, all-wheeled, are as follows*:

a. Motor-cycle; high-speed, carries radio equipment, no weapons. Two

per company of riot-control police. Pue to their maneuverability and

speed, they are sent in advance of units dispatched to the scene of any

disturbance. Their mission is to perform an immediate reconnaissance of

the situation and request additional forces, if necessary.

b. Command car; small, a land-cover fitted with loudspeaker, multi-

channel radio, maps, searchlight. These are used in command and control

of up to two companies of riot-control police.

c. Command car; large, a bus with enhanced observation capability,

loudspeaker, multi-channel radi,, space for three radio-operators,

internal communication system, map tables for two commissioners,

SSee photographs of vehicles in Figures 4 through 8.
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searchlight.

d. Transporter; small, a bus with radio and space to transport one

group and its equipment.

e. Transporter; large, a bus with radio and space to transport one

section and its equipment.

f. Barricade tractor; a truck with high-power and dozerblade, armed

with gas-projecting devices, used to remove barriers blocking approaching

police forces. It can also be used as a protective vehicle to shield

advancing police.

g. Water-cannon truck; a high-powered truck aimed with a powerful

(60 psi) water cannon and enough water for 10 minutes operation at

maximum pressure. The water supply may be replenished from street hy-

drants. This truck is used primarily in suppressing flames of barricades

to allow approach of barricade tractors.

6. The French are confident that current vehicles are effective and that there

is no need for further research at present in this area. The vehicles they

now have are the products of extensive research subsequent to 1968.

7. All of the French vehicles have been used in actual riot-control action.

8. The French prefer to confine violence to small areas and the makeup of

their city permits this to a large extent. troops and prefabricated barricades

are transported to the scene. French tactics for using vehicles are simple

and effective and are employed against mobs which have barricaded themselves.

The French use gas projectors from these tractors to disperse rioters in the

immediate vicinity of the barricades and then advance with the tractors

clearing a pathway through the barricade. Troops advancing behind can thus

breach the barricade and then deploy to disperse the rioters. Water cannon

trucks are used if conditions are not proper for employment of gas.

9. The French find their vehicles very effective in riot-control work;

rioters have grown to respect and fear these vehicles under actual conditions.

The French police find that their oarricade tractor, small command cars, and

motorcycles are especially well-suited to riot-control combat and surveillance.
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C. Trip Report; Miami, Florida

1. Orientation, In preparation for the 1972 Renublican and Democratic

National Conventions in Miami Beach, the Governor of Florida appointed the

Miami Beach Chief of Police to be responsible for the security of the conven-

tions. However, according to the State of Florida Constitution, the Sheriff of

Dade County is responsible for the security of the county. For these reasons,

it was felt that both the Miami Beach Police Department and the Dade County

Sheriff's Department would be able to contribute valuable information to the

research effort.

The tactic plan was to have the Miami Beach Police Department stage its

personnel on the perimeters of the area. The Dade County Sheriff's Department

was to guard tidal installations and act as a reserve force if the demonstrators

broke through the perimeter defenses. Miami Beach personnel were to be rein-

forced by people from the State Highway Patrol, State Marine Patrol, and other

state law-enforcement agencies.

It was agreed by the researchers for this report that a visit to Miami

for discussion with riot-co.,trol authorities was wairanted.

2. Answers to Questionnaires.

a. Questionnaire I Answered by Miami Beach Police Department.

i. The doctrine of employment is to keep a low profile whenever a demonstra-

tion is passive. If the demonstration gets out of hand, then the full strength

of the riot-control forces is used.

2. The doctrine includes the principle of minimum force.

3. There is no system of classifying urban violence by degree.

4. The behavior of the mob !eaders, the tensions of the crowd, and the physi-

cal contact of the crowd and the forces are the main indicators for determining

the extent of urban violence.

S. The system of response is to use whatever force is necessary to control the

disturbance.

6. The non-lethal devices used arc chemical mace, batons, and tear gas (CS
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and CN).

7. There is a formal training program to indoctrinate commanders in decision-

making; the course is conducted by the Miami Beach Police Department.

8. Intelligence units are used to gauge the moods of the crowd.

9. There are no extra-legal powers that are employed by this agency.

10. Not applicable, see comment below.

11. No comment.

Comment: Since the population of Miami Beach is basically composed of elderly

retired people, there are no ghetto or minority problems. For these reasons,

there have been few disturbances in the past to provide information.

b. Questionnaire 1 Answered by the Dade Ccunty Sheriff's Department.

I. Personnel are sent into an area to control riots only when there is a

definite danger to lives or property. The supervisory personnel in this urban

area determine the amount of force necessary to handle the situation.

2. The principle of using the minimum amount of force is followed to control

violence.

3. No.

4. Not applicable, since there is no system for classifying urban violence.

S. A community relations team is sent into an urban area to talk to the

demonstrators. They try to solve the problem before it becomes a police

problem. If this effort fails, then force is used on an escalating scale.

6. Pepper fog and tear gas are the only non-lethal devices used, and only

whenever the officer-in-charge at the scene decides that these devices are

necessary.

7. Yes, supervisory management courses are given to commanders.

8. Yes, by utilization of intelligence teams, community relations teams,

and infiltrators within the crowd,

9. No, but a request for a curfew may be made to proper authorities.
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10. Not applicable, since the principle of minimum force is followed.

11. No comment.

c. Questionnaire 2 Answered by the Miami Beach Police Department.

1. There are 230 police officers in the Miami Beach Police Department, 40

of which are riot-control forces.

2. Not applicable.

3. There are 10 men assigned to a squad with four squads to a platoon.

4. The combat personnel are organized on the basis of foot movement but

for the convention there will be a 200-man fluid unit with a car 5or each

four men. This fluid unit will be composed of state personnel such as highway

patrolmen, marine patrolmen, etc.

5. Upon confronting a crowd, a law enforcement officer's first concern in

the past has been to protect his sidearm; this leaves one hand free to use

a baton. Officials feel that this tactic often incites a crowd further.

Therefore, a new tactic will be employed for the convention. A squad in soft

hats, carrying no sidearms or batons will initially face the crowd. They will

have chemical mace, which will not be visible to the crowd, in their pockets.

If the demonstrators get out of hand, then this squad will retreat and a

conventional squad with helmets, batons, sidearms, and tear gas will take

their place.

6. Because of mutual aid and mutual agreement pacts, the size of the reserve

force will vary.

7. The qualifications for selection of personnel is thpt they be level-

headed, stable, wid able to control their emotions.

8. Riot-control personnel receive training in the behaviorial sciences,

psychology, tactical training, baton training, etc.

9. Riot-control forces are deployed by bus or car, depending on the -;- of

the unit.

10. The persoiriel carriers are not ainied.

11. The arrested rioters are usually transported to confinement by bus; felony
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arrests are transported by caged vehicles.

12. Communications between control forces is accomplished by two-way radio

and by verbal means.

13. A command van was built by Gersten Lager at a cost of $35,000 in accordance

with specifications of the Miami Beach Police Department. It is wimarked and

painted to resemble a mobile library. This van will be located close to any

disturbance but will be kept out of sight of the demonstrators.

14. There is a SWAT team composed of one sergeant and firemen. They have an

anti-sniper rifle (30-06) with a 4X scope. Two men carry shotguns and two men

act as spotters. This group can be broken down into two three-man SWAT teams,

if necessary.

15. Each member of the riot-control force will have a hard hat with shield,

a plastic cup inserted in a jock strap, armored vest, coveralls, and gloves.

16. The control forces will have regular batons, chemical mace, tear gas

grenades, tear gas guns, and 36-inch batons.

d. Questionnaire 2 Answered by the Dade County Sheriff's Department.

1. Dade County Sheriff's Department has 1546 personnel, 1000 of which are

police officers. All police officers are given extensive training in riot

control, and every police officcr is considered a member of the riot-control

force.-

2. Not applicable.

3. A squad ranges from five to ten men, depending on the amount of manpower

available within the district. The county is divided into districts and each

district handles its own disturbances. There are three squads to a platoon

and four platoons to a company.

4. They are organized on the basis of foot movement.

S. The mission of a unit depends on the type of a crowd that it he.s to deal

with. If the demonstrators are passive and conduct sit-downs, lie-downs, etc.,

then the unit will make individual arrests. If the demonstrators conduct a hit-

and-run attack, then there is a mobile squad response. The unit has not had

a direct crowd confrontation within the past six or ,seven years and does not
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foresee any within the immediate future. Each individual carries a sidearm

and a baton.

b. The size of the reserve force depends on the size of the original force

committed since the entire Sheriff's Department is considered a riot-control

force.

7. Not applicable.

3. Personnel receive monthly training for a total of 320 hours per year. The

training consists cf sensitivity, procedures on arresting people, riot-control

techniques, psychology, baton training, etc.

9. They use buses, cars, and trucks when deploying.

10. The personnel carriers are not armed except for tile weapons carried by

the control forces. Combat vehicles are not used. The route to the riot area

is kept under surveillance by aircraft in order: O [r• the'lrsoinel carriers

of roadblocks and other disturbance areas.

11. The arrested rioters are taken to -"confinement area and processed; then

they are taken away in prison vans by the Correction and Rehabilitation

Department.

12. Supervisory personnel, only have radios for communication.

13. A field command post is set up within any physical structure that is

available. The communications equipment is portable. This post is located

close enough to the riot area so that the field colmander is in direct contact

with the control forces.

14. The special weapons team is composed of three men: a marksman, a spotter,

and an officer to protect the other two. There are human relations teams,

intelligence teams, and bomb disposal teams. The bomb disposal team is headed

by Thomas G. Brodie, who has written a book called Bombs and Bombing.

15. The riot-control forces use a standard police uniform, hard hats, face

masks that snap onto the hats, gas masks, regular police baton, and three-

foot baton.

16. Other equipment that they carry is tear gas and hand-carried pepper fogger.
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e. Questionnaire 3 Answered by the Miami Beach Police Department.

1. No comment.

2. a. (1) No low kinetic energy weapons used.

(2) Chemical mace, CS and CN gas that is dispensed by generator,

grenades, and projectiles.

(3) No accoustical weapons used.

(4) No light-producing devices used.

(S) No electrical devices used.

(6) No flame devices used.

(7) There are ten sub-machine guns that are available for use in

unusual circumstances.

b. (1) Batons and chemical mace are used.

(2) Tear gas is uted.

(3) Tear gas is used.

(A) Tear gas by means of launcher is used.

(5) No gradient-lethal system used.

c. (1) No comment.

t2) No comment.

d. No comment.

e. No devices have been found suitable for mounted use.

3. a. The unit organizations have been previously discussed in Questionnaire

2, question S.

b. Communication is by means of two-way radios.

c. Training in policy, philosophy, etc. is conducted.

d. The instructions that are given to the control forces is that they

must be geared to take verbal abuse and react as a team. They will move

only on the orders of the oIficer-in-charge.

4. Miscellaneous.

a. Since there have been no recent civil disturbances, there have been
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no lessons learned.

b. No comment.

c. No comment.

d. No comment.

e. No comment.

f. The IACP has testing facilities which will give test results upon

request.

g. Vulnerability equipment such as hard hats, face masks, gas masks,

plastic cup in a jock strap, armored vests, and gloves are used.

h. Movie and still cameras, recording devices, ropes, and barricades

for roadblocks are used.

f. Questionnaire 3 Answered by Dade County Sheriff's Department.

I. No c(,nmefnt.

2. a. (1) Do not use.

(2) Use ( ind CS gas that is dispensed by either a launcher or

thrown grenade. They also use a hand-carried pepper fogger.

(3) 'Dv not u,,e.

(4) The Night Sun mounted on their aircraft.

(5) Do not use.

(6) Do not use.

(7) Automatic and semi-automatic weapons are used only by the anti-

sniper teams.

b. (1) Use batons.

(2) Use tear gas.

(3) Use tear gas.

(4) Use tear gas that j launched.

c. (1) No comnent.

(2) No comment.

d. No comment.
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e. Use tear gas cannisters on helicopters.

3. a. Unit organizations discussed in Questionnaire 2, question S.

b. Communications are achieved by use of their own 'xisting systems.

c. There is a continuous training program.

d. The forces are instructed to react as a team and never as an indi-

vidual. The means of communication to a crowd is by means of a PA system.

4. Miscellaneous.

a. Pepper fogger and tear gas grenades are very effective in civil

disturbances. Shotguns have a psychological effect on a crowd.

b. Ka to-unent.

c. No comment.

d. No.

e. No commert.

f. The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) has testing

facilities where data can be obtained upon request.

g. Vulnerability reduction equipment such as face masks, gas masks, and

helmets are used.

h. The 36-inch baton, camers for identification purposes, and recording

devices are used.

g. Questionnaire 4 Answered by the Miami Beach Police Department.

1. The basic organizational unit is foot-mobile.

2. Motor vehicles are used for logistics, communications, and reconnaissance.

3. No type of vehicle is considered effective for riot-control use.

4. Nc. equipment is mounted or transported on vehicles.

5. No combat vehicles are in service with the riot-control forces.
*i.

6. There is no planned ,esearch and development program for riot-control

vehicles.
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h. Questionnaire 4 Answered by the Dade County Sheriff's Depart-

ment.

I. The basic combat organizational unit is organized on the basis of foot

movement.

2. Motor vehicles are used for logistics, communications, and reconnaissance

purposes.

3. No effective use has been found for vehicles in riot control.

4. None.

S. No vehicles are used in riot control.

6. Threre is no planned research and development program for riot-control

vehicles.

7. No vehicles have been employed in actual riot-control operations.

8. No tactics are employed.

9. No vehicles are used in riot control.

i. Questionnaire 5 Answered by the Miami Beach Police Department.

The Wami Beach Police Department does not have any aircraft. During the

convention, however, there are plans to have military helicopters in the air

at all times.

j. Questionnaire 5 Answered by the fade County Sheriff's Department.

1. They use two Bell (three-seater) helicopters and one fixed wing STOL,

aircraft.

2. The aircraft have been equipped to dispense tear gas.

3. There is one Night Sun searchlight unit on each aircraft. This device has

been used very effectively.

4. All aircraft have a loudspeaker system.

S. The tear gas is dispensed by cannister.

6. There are no plans to drop anti-friction chemicals or similar "exotic"
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bubbles from the aircraft.

7. Aircraft have not been used for deploying police.

8. The aircraft are uscd as observation platforms.

9. No hand-held weapons are fired from the door of the aircraft.

10. The minimtum flight altitude for operating in urban areas, even during

riot-control operations, is the altitude restriction of the F.A.A.

11. No member of the aircraft crew was available fo;" comment.

12. The crewmen are especially trained for riot-contrul operations as they are

considered police officers primarily and crew members as a secondary mission. I
D. Trip Rerort; Tokyo, Japan

1. Orientation. To continue this study for the control of urb&. violence,

first-hand coordination was sought with officials in Tovyo, Japan, on problems

of real world civil disturbance control. The salient observations from tLis

trip follow.

It must be kept in mind that both the friendly and enemy situations in

Tokyo are not identical to those in the United States and so, the applicabili-

ty of Japanese tactics and techniques to a civil disturbance situation in

the United States may not fo'low a strictly linear conversion.

2. Answert, to Questio,.naires.

a. Questionnaire i.

A. and 2. Perianently organized and specially trained and equipped riot-

control police units are ready and available to meet any predicted threat. The

primary doctrine for riot control is the flexible commitment of riot-control

units backed up by special zupport vehicles. The number of units and their

support is restrictcd to the minimum necessary to maintain public safety. In

particular, special vehicles and weapons are held in the background allowing

the burden of the responsibility to fall upon the shield-wieldii g, riot-

control policeman. The actions of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department V
(MPD) are generally passive. The riot-control police and vehicles are vwell-
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padded and armurcd and wu kharged with absorbing the maximum abuse to chan-

nelize the rioters using the minimum ol police response.

The Japanese Ground Self-Defense ,orce (GUF) is trained to provide

bach-up support to the MPD, but neither the GSDF nor tL.e NPD foresee an

occasion, short of all-out civil war, where they would be used. Both organi-

zations were adamant in their conviction that the GSDF mission was to protect

Japan from foreign enemies and the mission of the police was to maintain

public order and safety. The GSDF is itself a sensitive issue to the

Japanese public. It is equipped and organized for defensive operations only--

hence, the name Ground Self-Defense Force instead of Army. In addition, the

GSDF is very small, having approximately the same strength as the total

number of Japanese police--about 175,000.

3., 4., 5., and 11. The MPD has no formal system for classifying urban

violence by discrete degrees; the general concept is to continuously commit

more riot-control units as the situation escalates. Much importance is pla',ed

upon accurate- and timely intelligence information gathered prior to the riot.

Radio-equipped plainsclothesmen and the riot-control police are in atundance

during all phases of the demonstration/riot and provide information to higher

units which determine when the violence has escalated and when additional

force is reqnired,

The "attached model" displaying Threat vs Security Measures, was

examined by the commander of the Special Vehicle Unit with interest. He in-

dicated that the model was useful in graphically depicting the escalating

riot situation, but was quick to point out that the MPD places primary impor-

tance on the "Saturation" and "Crowd Dispersal" sections of the model.

The GSDF does classify its responses in the following stages:

i. Pacification

2. Show of force

3. Isolation of leader(s) from crowd

4. Isolation of leader(s) from crowd by tear gas

5. Neutralize with tear gas or watet
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6. One warning shot

7. Separation of leader(s) by fire.

6. and 10. The only non-lethal or gradient-lethal weapons employed by the

Tokyo MPD are the standard-length night stick, a longer wooden baton, CN tear

gas, soap bubbles, and the water cannon. Aside from these instruments, they

consider their most important gradient-lethal weapon to be the individual

riot control policeman. If more force is required, the gradient response is

to commit more riot-control units. It is felt that the use of weapons serves
to aggravate the situation rather than to quell it.
7. Decision-making involving the level of response is largely based on thA

&xperience cf the police leaders. Extensive schooling is periodically required

foi all career policemci as indicated in the pamphlet, "The Police of Japan

"71", page 22.

8. The mood of the .rowd i. continuously gauged both by radio-equipped

plainsclothesmen and by the experienced riot-control unit leaders. All radical

organizations have been thoroughly infiltrated by policemen enrolled in the

universities as students but still on the police payroll.
)

9. When a riot situation is formally declared, "extra-legal" powers are

afforded the police to arrest anr detain an) person in the riot area. As a

nbaLter of policy, all demounstiLors ,trt -topped anj asked to submit to a

search prior to enterng a den,orstration assembly area (see Figure 9). In

genern.l, no citizen is authorized to o)w,, aad carry firetrms and the possession

of Molotov Cocktails and bombs is specifically outlawed.

b. Questionnaixe i.

1. and 2. Listed below arc the current Japanese Police strengths:

Uniformed Japanese Police 175,000

Uniformed Tokyo Police 40,000

Tokyo Riot-Control Police 6,000

Trained Riot-Control Reserves 20,000

(from Regular Force)
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Photograph 1

Photograph 2

|-igt "e 9. Tlokyo State Visit; Photographls 1 and 2



Ground Self-Defense Force 179,000

(Japanese Army)

3., 4., and S. The Riot-Control Division of the Tokyo MPD is composed of nine

Riot-Control Mobile Units, all similarly equipped, each having a strength of

approximately 600 men and one Special Vehicle Unit equipped with heavier and

more exotic equipment with a strength of approximately 425 men. Each Mobile

Unit is composed of four Riot-Control Companies and one Headquarters Company.

The Headquarters Company provides transportation and vehicle support for the

other companies with its organic 130 vehicles. Each company is composed of

three platoons, each platoon having three squads, and each squad having

eleven riot-control policemen.

Although all units are capable of transporting their assigned police,

the units are organized for employment on foot. All individuals within the

squad, except the squad leader, are equipped identically; they carry no

weapons except a night stick for self-defense. The squad leader is equipped

with a small pocket radio with attaching earplug and frequently carries a

bottle containing a chemical similar to mace. The leaders of higher ecnelons

may carry sidearms. Within the headquarters of each company, CN grenade

launchers are available, if needed. The smallest unit which would normally be

committed separately is the company.

6. The strength of reserve forces remains flexible. Due to the political

climate and public opinion, the GSDF cannot be considered a reserve force. In

1970, when students rampaged, Japanese authorities preferred to mobilize

additional police to a total of 2.5 million rather than to request GSDF

assistance. The GSDF have never been used to maintain public order.

7. and 8. Each policeman must attend Police School either for one year if

a high school graduate or one-half year if a college graduate. Prior to

becoming a riot-control policeman, each applicant must serve as a policeman

for one and one-half years and must receive an additional two weeks training

in riot-ccntrol operations.

9. and 10. Riot-control units are transported by specially designed buses

(see Figures 9 and 10). The buses are protected from rocks and to a lesser
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riizurc 10. Tokyo State Visit; I'llot ographs, 3 and -4
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degree, bombs. There are only two fully armored combat vehicles. The water

cannons and tear gas vehicles are protected only against rocks. A

11. Arrested rioters are transported from the riot area to isolated areas in

the rear by bus. Special buses (see Figure 10) with openings in both front

and rear are driven bumper-to-bumper to forn an evacuation corridor.

12. Primary communication between all units is by radio. In addition, each

unit has men designated to carry poles with their unit number lighted on the

top for ease in location and identification. Television cameras are perma-

nently installed at traditional and anticipated trouble areas and a mobile

television bus is available. Television has also been used successfully from

helicopter. The command post is a specially equipped truck organic to each

company (see Figures 11 and 12). Communication buses are also available atthe

Mobile Unit level with hydraulically operated antennae (see Figure 12). The

normal location for the command post is out of sight of the riot.

14. A bomb disposal unit is available with sp~cial equipment (see Figure 13)

within the Special Vehicle unit. Selected marksmen, forming an anti-sniper

unit, are located only at the highest echelon, e.g., Riot-Control Division,

Headquarters.

15. Each man is protected with the following equipment (see Figure 14):

Police helmet w/visor

Protective vest, groin and leg guards (worn under flame retardant

uniforms)

Elbow-length padded gloves

Anti-rock shields.

c. Questionnaire 3.

1. The current threat in Japan is of low intensity, primarily by radical

pro-left students. Acts of destruction, bombings, sniper activity, and

kidnapping are rare. The general activity is confined to speechmaking followed

by a protest march.

2. No low-energy KE rounds are employed or dee:med needed. CN gas and mace are
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Photograph 6

L~i gurc 1. Tokyo State Visit; Photograiphs 3 and o
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Figure 12. Tokyo State Visit: Photographs 7 and 8
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Photograph 11

Photograph 12

Figure 14. Tokyo State Visit; Phntographs 11 and 12
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the only chemical agents used.

3. (,,iisceoIaneous) . Recent demonstrations ii, Japan have indicated that riots

and demonstrations can be controlled with less violence and bloodshed when

large numbers of police are employed in a passive role. No weapon, are

carried by the policeman except a nigh: stick for self-defense.

d. Questionnaire 4.

1. ann. 2. Motor vehicles are used by the Toky.. ,li'M primarily for transporta-

tion, comnunication, water/CN delivery (see ligurc 1) , and soap bubble

deivery (see F;gure 1o). The basic d rire .in : •ic MPI) is to conduct opera-

tions on foot.

3. and 5. All current vehicles, except .i ;jaall bomb disposal craqi, are
whecled. They have been very successful due to their speed. Ihese vehicles

de not draw attention while moving trvough urbanl arc'as. However, a tracked

Sehicle has been requested to increase, i:'ob.l it" ,,n .A,ft terrain. Since thi'

threat of sniper activity has bitcn 'lo•w 3n Japan, on Iv two fully armon,:a cars

are used see F.1gure 16). Portholes fr'a;, thi:; ;ir.:i 9rcd vehicl -an be used t,,

return lethal fire. A fork lift with .i I.A listi, tecal shield (see Figure 17)

is ovailazble to move toward a crowd with r'iot police behitid. When the shield

j,; raised by Zhe fork-lift, the riot-control police a-le in pC.'ition.

' lhe direction of research and development of , hicl,'; has leen "•oward

,c:.trol :ji-. .rowds w:th water, CN, and foam.

. All veiiicles shown on the photogr..,ph: hivc 'ccn used in riot/demonstration

- iruat ions.

8. qil 9. Vehicular mot,tcd searchlight .:.J aipli, iers (.ee I igur, ]8) call

le remotely controlled witi: !he priteL t,:d bu.a. ý , li water cannieilo .. in also le

use- to dispense CN tear gas to disper:.e the krowd. High pressure trucks canl

be Used to physically knt.- the ptisl•tent riotcr to the groan I (see I igure

19). The vchicle .iiown 01 tl.- phoot raph•s Ufe dJcmcd necessary ruid sufficient

by the Special Vehicle UJnit ")-jar•ur for thie control )f any tnticipat.-d

Japanese urban violence situition. %addtitnal photogr.ij;s (taken duri the

Tokyo visit) are supplied in I iguta , I 1i, r ,
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Pthotograph Is

Photograph 19

-igure 1. 'lokv.o 6t;ilc Visit; Photographs 18 and 19
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Photograph 20

Photograph 21

Figure 19. Tokyo State Visit; Photographs 20 and 21
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Photograph 22

Photograph -3

Figure 20. Tokyo State Visit; lh-,tographs 22 and 23
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Figure 21. Tokyo State Visit; Photographs 24 and 25
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e. Questionnaire S.

The Tokyo MPD employs six rotary %ing aircraft primarily for command and

control during riot/demonstratio s. The airLrai. used are the large Bell ,iluey)

and the smaller Bell 47 aircraft. They have bee'i usc,l successfully in demon-

strations and have the capauility to dispense Lf gas, illuminate, broadca t

television, and communicate with the cr,.wd.

No situations are antic ipated requiring the firing of any weapons frc:T.i

the helicopters.

E. Trip Report; Hong Kong

1. Orientation. To further explore the concepts and pract. es of police

forces currently engaged in civil disturbance control, an official visit was

made to Hong X(ong. Extensive interviews have been c. nducted with personnel in

the Hong Kong Provost Marshal's Office. ThL interviews spanned the entire

spectrum of civil disturbance control with emphasis un the i %icular role and

gradient-lethal weapoins. The bulk of the intervwews was condu..ted with Sir

Hugh Surgeoner of the Provost Marshal's Office.

2. Answers to Questionnaires.

a. Questionnaire i.

1., 2. and b. In Hong Kong, the Doctrine of Emplymnent jf Men and Machines

for riot-control siluations is based on the principle of "minimum fu,-ce

necessary" with the concept of "gradual response". The Hong Kong Pulice,

trained as a paramilitary force is the organization primarily responsible for

maintaining the inter.al security of the colony. The British Army's role in

internal security is to support and reinforce the police. Only when a situation

develops that the police force is unable to handle, does the army actually take

over, and then only when requested by the police.

As a result of the disturbancts of 1967, the Government of Hong Kong was

reorganized in order to be able to cope administratively with emergencies,

particularly riots. This reorganization officially eitablished a large degree

of cooperation between the police and military. Police-Military (POLMIL)

committees are in existence from the top of the Gernment (Governor's Council)
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all the way down to the police district level. Even during calm periods, as

have existed for over four years now, there still is a good deal of contact

between the two forces. During times of emergency, the POr.MIL Committees are

on duty continuously. In spite of this cooperation, however, the police are

always the acting force. The army does not take part in controlling emergen-
cies unless duly requested by the police or ordered by the Governor.

The Hong Kong Police, and the Government as well, believe that their

sucesses during the 1967 disturbances are proof of the worth of their riot-

control tactics and training techniques. The military uses different tactics

but that is due to the fact that they do not expect to be called in unless

the situation is despeiate. The police and army do agree, however, on one

point that is crucial to the employrent of their tactics. They both believe

that the caliber of their officers and men is so high, their training so

good, and the discipline so strong that the on-scene commander, whether he is

a battalion commander or platoon leader, has virtual autonomy. In particular,

while following the principle of "minimum force necessary", the on-scene

commander can, if he deems it necessary to accomplish his objective, move up

the ladder of response all the way up to and including selective killing. He

can do this completely on his own authority. This is done in order to prevent

a situation from getting out of hand while the police are waiting for higher

authority to give permission to increase the level of response.

3. No specific system for classifying urban violence by degree exists.

4. None used.

6. Discussed in a more appropriate section.

7. No formal program needed. The decision is left to the judgment of the on-

scene commander.

8. No established systen.

9. During 1967 several laws were passed which increased the powers of the

police and government in matters dealing with internal security. For example:

The Emergence (Principal Amendment) Regulation gives the police the power to

enter and search without warrant where they suspect arms or explosives.
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b. Questionnaire 2.

1. and 2. The Hong Kong Police force consists of 14,000 people, 2000 of whom

are civilian staff. Almost all the lower echelon police are Chinese. The top

members of the force are British. Just recently, the first Chinese police

superintendent was appointed. This is equivalent to a precinct captain. Almost

all policemen are trained in riot-control tactics. At any one time, 500 men

(four companies) are on active internal security (riot-control) duty. Five

hundred others are on standby.

The British Army (land forces) is 8700 strong, 1120 of whom are Chinese

natives of Hong Kong. All have some training in internal security tactics.

3. The Police Internal Security Company is made up of three platoons. Each

platoon has 44 men including four squads of eight men plus nine other. These

other men include the platoon leader, platoon sergeant. orderly, platoon

second-in-command, two vehicle drivers, two vehicle guards, and an equipment

man. The first squad carries shields and long batons, the second squad

carries gas pistols and gas guns (Federal riot guns), the third squad has

carbines and Greener Guns (shot guns), and the fourth squad (the arrest sec-

tion) carries handcuffs and short batons.

4. The combat personnel are organized on the basis of foot moveuent.

5. The missions of the internal security forces would include cordoning,
sweeping, house searching, and attackinj. Tactics for a typical confrontation

are explained below.

Initially, the police will attempt a show of force, with as many platoons

or companies as necessary. The tactical unit commander will have a PA system

and give the order to the crowd to disperse (in English and Chinese) and warn

that some action will be taken. A sign to this effect will also be displayed.

NLxt, photographs will be taken of the demonstrators. After the crowd has been

given sufficient time to disperse and has not, or is threatening the police, a

sign is displayed "Warning, Baton Shells". At this time baton shells are

fired (preferably at ranges greater than fifty yards) at targets spicified by

the platoon commander. If the crowd has not begun to disperse after a

reasonable time, another sign is raised "Warning, Tear Smoke". CS is then
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fired over the crowd.

Everys action is taken slowly and deliberately so that no mistakes are

made and the crowd has a chance to disperse. If the rioters have still not

dispersed and are a ting in a manner which endangers the police or other

lives, the next step will be taken. A sign will be displayed "Disperse or we

will use further force". The commander will then order certain men to load

their automatic weapons aid to fire at specified indivuduals (one source

said they shoot to kill; another said they fire at the legs. The former

appeared more plausible under the circumstances in which the statements were

made. The army definitely shoots to kill). After this, the numb r of rounds

expended is recorded, weapons used and names of the men firing are also

recorded. Directed fire is the highest level of force that has been necessary

so far, in Hong Kong. If the situation does not appear to be endangering any

lives, or after the shooting has taken place, then the arrest section moves

up. Armed with short baton and handcuffs, and wearing tennis shoes, they are

instructed to arrest certain individuals. If resisted, they beat the rioters

on the shoulders until resistance ceases. Those arrested are then taken back

to specified vehicles and placed under guard.

The military is not trained in these tactics and does not have most of

the riot-control equipment posseCsed by the police. When the army is called

in, it would use basic military tactics. A formation used is shown in the

small British Army Handbook entitled Headquarters Land Forces-Hong Kong,

Internal Security-Aide Memoire. In implementing these tactics the army would

employ CS automatic weapons, whichever was determined most appropriate by

the military commander.

6. The reserve force is made up of the rest of the police force and all of

the army. There are also provisions for bringing trocps from England.

7. No special qualifications.

8. The army receives only a small amount of training since its primary duty

is to back-up the police. The army also does some cordoning. 4

All policemen spend nine months on a Police Tactical Unit (PTU). The
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initial training t:akes place at Fan Lin6, th, Police Tactical Training

School. The training involves physical fitness, riot-control tactics, tech-

jinques and weapont ised. Thvre i, a great deal uf ei.,phasis on discipline.

Simulated exercises are conducted, and up to 12 hours a wtek are spent

driliing in formations ed maneuvers. Th, inits are ti._n placed in an opera-

t-inal stat',s after their initi. training. These units are then used con-

stantly for many other duties besides riots, e.g., capturing drug rings,

raiding gambling places. This gives the men a chance to work together under

other than simulated conditions. Next, the units are placed on a standby

status for actual emergencies. Fina'iy, the policemen aire dispersed and

retured to normal duty. This entire process takes nine months

9. Four-ton trucks with a capacity of twenty men are used (two trucks per

platoon). The small land rover is also used.

10. The personnel carriers are not armed. The trucks have a leaked roof,

they are covered entirely with iiberglas and with chain armor for the lower

section. They have an exterior fire extinguisher and the windows and ports

are made of " substance called Makrolon. The land rovers also are protected

with fiberglas and Makrolon These two materials cannot be pe,,etrated by

small arms fire. For example, a .38 caliber slug fired from five feet would

bounce off the surface!

11. Arrested rioters are transported in trucks, vans, and buses.

12. Peployed forces have two-way radios. Some of the land rovers have lsrge

radio unit: with which poi.ce headquarters may be conta ted fiom all over the

city.

13. The armored land rover is sometimes used as a field command post. It i"

located right at the site of the riot.

14. ThL army has bomb disposal squads. The police have anti-sniper teams

consisting of three men. Two men are armed with accurate high p(,wvr rifles

and the third man with binoculars and a radio.

c. Questionnaire 3.

1. The Hong Kong Government believes that the disturbances whicl, have taken
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place in the past and any which may take place in the near future are

Communist-inspired and Communist-controlled. In an area as densely populated

as Hong Kong, any type of disturbance is bound to attract thousands of people.

Many of these may be just curious bystanders. In addition, the Communists will

also have a well-organized group of rioters on hand. The rioters are either

workers, members of Communist trade unions, or students, or very young school

children.

The Hong Kong officials have developed a healthy respect for the capa-

bilities of their adversaries. As a consequence, they do not underestimate the

importance of any "incident". This is why they attempt to respond quickly

before the Communists can take full advantage of the situation.

2. Hand-carried weapons used in Hong Kong are the following:

a. (1) Baton shells are wooden projectiles, seven-eight inches in

length, one and one-half inches in diameter, shaped like a bullet. They

are fired from a gas gun at the ground to bounce up and hit rioters in

the shins. The effect is very painful, The guns have a loud discharge

and the slugs can break a leg at 50 yards. During the 1967 riots, a baton

shell killed a girl when fired at a shorter range.

(2) Experiments are being conducted with a Bolo type instrument

which if fired from a gas gun.

(3) Rubber bullets, fired at the ground to bounce and then to spin

end-over-end. They scare demonstrators because they can be seen coming.

The bullets are very painful when they hit legs.

(4) CS--Exploding cartridges are fired from either vehicle launchers

or guns. The British have not used and do not plan to use CN. They have

used pepper fog successfully.

(5) Acoustic devices besides PA systems are not used, because of

possible bad effects, e.g., high frequency can cause a mental breakdown,

low frequency can cause internal damage.

(6) Searchlights are used to dazzle and provide light Lut not to

blind and not as a flashing light since they could cause epileptic fits.
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(7) Studies are being made concerning a net launched over a crowd

of advancing rioters to slow them down.

(8) Greener Gun--A shot gun.

(9) Carbine.

(10) Long and short wooden batuns.

(11) Mace is being studied.

(12) Stun-guns have been rejected as being too lethal.

3. a. Weapons are not loaded until ordered by the officer in charge. This
is done only when they are to be fired. The commander specifies the

individuals who will do the shooting, how many rounds, aad the targets.

4. Miscellaneous.

a. Strict discipline is needed to avoid trouble. Use of all weapons must

be carefully controlled.

d. The British have not found any totally non-lethal KE munition.

e. Each platoon has a diarist with a camera and/or tape recorder.

f. Test conducted with bean bags on sheep resulted in very serious kidney

damage to the sheep. At very short ranges, the bean bags had not flattencd

out completely and were extremely dangerous.

g. Although small wicker shields are preferred by the Chinese, large

Makrolon shields are replacing the wicker shields. The Makrolon is bullet-

proof, transparent, and not very heavy. American flax jackets are used.

Bullet-proof helmets are used with Malrolon visors. Jock strap cups.

d. Questionnaire 4.

2. Motor vehicles are used for pcr~sonnel transport and communications as
mentioned previously. Bulldozers are used for clearing areas. Vehicles are

also used for combat.

3. Armored wheeled vehicles are considered best. Tracked vehicles are not
used. They look too much like tanks and, therefore, have a bad effect on the
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crowd and produce unfavorable publicity.

4. Gas cartridge launchers and machine guns, water cannons.

5. The police have fifteen Saracen armored vehicles. These are a standard

British army vehicle whose statistics are contained in "Jane's Weapons

Systems". The police also have some Salamander water cannons which are self-

contained units with their own water supply. The vehicles work ;.n pairs;

one fires while one loads. They were found to be very effective in Northern

Ireland. The army has some Saladin and Ferret armored vehicles.

7. The Saracen vehicles have been used by the police.

8. Attack vehicles have been used only as a last resort when ground forces

would not suffice. The vehicles were used exclusively for defensive purposes.

12. If a situation develops in which the police are confronted by large

wild crowds that they could not penetrate with ground troops, the police

would proceed as follows. Armored vehicles, including personnel carriers,

would be driven into the mob, dividing it into smaller crowds. Then the ground

troops would be deployed to confront the mobs.

e. Questionnaire 5.

1. Helicopters are used in support of riot-control forces but none are armed

or expected to directly confront mobs.

2. No.

3. Searchlights have been used to illuminate areas.

4. Loudspeakers have been used on helicopters to warn crowds to disperse.

The authorities are also experimenting with closed circuit television on the

aircraft.

7. In 1967, helicopters were used in a few raids to deploy police on roof-

tops.

IV. SUMMARY

Worldwide authorities, charged with maintaining the peace in their com-

munities, are united in the belief that riots and demonstrations must be
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handled with the minimum force necessary, and that the level of response must

be appropriate for the degree of threat imparted by the demonstration. "Mini-

mum force" should not be confused with "minimum forces". The first refers to

the measures taken to divert, subdue, punish, or otherwise stop the rioters

bent on destruction of proper~y or acting to endanger human lives. The

second refers to the actual nuimbers of men deployed; it is the consensos of

the researchers, in fact, that the demonstrators be made aware quickly -hat

the force representing law and order is clearly supetior to their own.

Communities require separate contingents of riot-control forces, specially

selected and rigorously trained to handle their distinct weapons, designed

specifically to cope with rioters. Furthermore, these forces must be thoroughly

disciplined so that they act, react, and respond to orders during a tense,

dramatic situation in a manner which serves the best interests of the communi-

ty with a minimum of physical punishment inflicted on the rioters.

The leaders of the riot-control forces must themselves be trained to

understand a mob's motives and intentions; to recognize signals of change

in these intentions; to make proper decisions on the level of response, the

measures to be implemented, and forces to be committed; and to select the

proper tactics and strategy to cope with the situation at hand.

The weapons and devices that should be considered by any mudcrn riot-

control should include tear gas (CS), solid and chock batons, stun-guns,

special projectiles, special shotguns, jet foam guns, tasers, and CN. Land

vehicles should supplement the riot-force personnel by providing command and

control stations, communication and monitoring facilities, housing for

special devices such as water cannon, public address systems, searchlights,

lasers, piastic webbing, nauseous gas projectiles, collapsible electric fences,

etc.

Helicopters have been found extremely usefu? and have added a new di-

mension in flexibility for the riot-control forces. Helicopters may employ

organic weapons, weapons tired from the door, or drops and sprays. Furthermore,

these air vehicles are excellent platforms for searchlights such as "Night

Sun" and/or the "Curdler", a device for producing deafening noise. Light and
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noise may be employed in such intensity as to disorient and even physically

harm the rioters.

Intelligence information concerning the size, location, movement, and
leaders of a demonstration may be supplied by crowd infiltrators and aerial

supervision. Both television and ordinary cameras have an important role in

monitoring the crowd's activitiec and establishing the identity of ring-
leaders for purposes of providing evidence and determining the proper tactics.

Training should involve the organization, the man, the machines, and

the weapons/devices. Riot-control forces, once trainod and established, may

serve other useful functions in police work when not on an alert basis. The

organization of the riot-control forces may be patterned after any one of

several existing military-type systems, such as that operating in Paris,

France.

The tactics and strategies to be employed by riot-control forces are

left to the discretion of the experienced commander. There are many lessons

to be learned from the study of accounts of recent demonstrations and riots

in Watts, Berkeley, Chicago, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, etc., as

well as similar incidents which have occurred in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Paris, and

throughout Northern Ireland.
I
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APPENDIX A

Correspondence Dealing with Research on Urban Violcence

1. Lettcr from the United States Defense Attache, Paris

2. Sample Letter to Foreign Consulate

3. Sample Letter to Police Forces in the United States

4. Correspondence Received from German Consulate I
S. Correspondence Received from South African Consulate

6. Correspondence Received from Japan Consulate I

7. Correspondence Received from San Francisco Police Department
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EMBASSY

OF THFJ

"UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DEFENSE ATTACHV: OFFICE A

Paris, France

31 May 1972

Captain A. Norman Webb, Jr.
Apartment 3G Olympia West

1155 Monarch Lane

Pacific Grove, California 93950

Dear Captain Webb.

I have received youtr letter concerning your project and
a message of the visit of Lt. Amerault, a colleague of yours
a, the Naval Post Graduate School. I have beun informed by
the Naval Attache, Captain Cummins, that arrangements are

being made for Lt. Anierault tc visit with various French
authoritics or iiot control. Mr. Clark Dittmer, the Assistant
Security Officer for the Embassy, is also working on the
subject,

I understand that as more information becomes availai-le,
it will be passed on to Lt. Amerault.

Wishing you conlitmed success with your fine project,

Sincerely yours,

" N W. NALDSON

7 Brigadier General, US Army

Defense Attach6 France
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2. Sample Letter to Foreign Consulaitc
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

MONTEREY. CALIFCRNIA - 93940 , REMPLY RttR TO

1 May, 1972

French 1'onsulate General
2570 Jackson
San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Sir;

We are two U.S. Naval Officers presently attending the United

8tates Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey. Calif. We are currently

doing reseazch in the field of Urban Ineurgency/iiot Control. If it is

possible for you to give us any Information concerning the maner in

which the police forces of your country and cities deal with this

problem, we would be very appreciative. Speoifically, we are research-

ing the organisatlon, method of employment, and weponrs meed by the

police forces.

Enclosed is a self-addressed envelope for your convenience. Thank

you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincarely,

M M. Lacey
Lcdr. USJNR

William X. Bokiech
Lt. USN

Jos
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
MONTEREY. CALIFORNIA - 93940 IN ft PLY RErER TO

1 May, 1972
San Dlego Police Denartment
Riot Control (Tactical unIt)
San Dieeo, Californlt

Dear Sir;

We are two P'.1. '.Taval Offleers nresently attendlng the

Unlied States Naval Postsraduate school in iontorey, California.

We are currently doing resea.rch In the field of T;rban Insurgency/

Riot Control. '*'ith the unco-iing nolitical convention to be held

tentatively In your city, we are interested in obtaining any

available Information concerning your organization of forces,

method of emnloyrnent of these rorces, and weanons (lethal and

nonleThal) that. you plan to utilize.

Any assistance that you could bive to as would be !rextly

appreciated. Enclosed is a self-adIressed envelope for your

convenience. Thank you for your consideraticn in this matter.

•Incerotly,

Ji-nes :. L.cey

Willx.n M. Rokesch
Lt. 1.N
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4. Corre3pondence Received from German Consulate
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Deutsdies Generalkonsulat 6 th floor International Builditns

Germaia Consulate General 601 California Street
Son Francisco. Calif. 94106

Tel. 1 91-42"0

RK May 16, 1972

Lcdr. James M. Lncey
SMC 2224
U.S. Navel Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940

Dear Sir:

Reference 1-s made to youir letter of
May 1, 1972.

Much to my regret, this Consulate
General does not have available material
concerning Urhan Insurgency/Riot Control
in Germany. Of course, this is a highly
specialized subject, which might i andled
differently in the various States o; the
Federal Republic of Germany.

It would be my suggestion that you
contact either the US Embassy in Bad Godesberg,
Mehlemer Aue, or the US Consulates General in

2 Hamburg 6 Frankfurt a.M.
Alsterufer 27 Siesmayerstr.21

7 Stuttgart 8 M1ncher 22
Urbanstr. 7 Kbniginstr. 5
asking them to procure the requested information
from the competent German authorities in their
respective cities.

I regret being unable to be of further
assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,

Eric Harder
Deputy Consul General
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5. Correspondence Received from South African Consulate
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VI

'4

SOUTH AFRICAN CONSULATE-GENERAL

SUID-AFR.KAANSE KONSULAAT-GENERAAL

120 MONTGOMERY STREET SUITE 160O

SAR FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94104

8/62/1 4 may 1972

Lcdr. James M. Lacey
SW 2224
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, Calif 93940

Dear Lieut. Comander Lacey,

Thank you for your letter of 1st May.

This is an enquiry which requires a more expert 4

reply than we are able to give, and I am referring it
through our Head Office to police authorities in South
Africa.

As soon as a response is forthcoming I shall get into
touch with you again.

Yours truly,

4

John Poorter
Consul Information
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JAPAN INPORMATION 5ERVICE

CoSruuz.ATZ OGZUWRA.L OF JAPAN

1l01 POST STRUET

SAN PRANClICO. CALIFORNIA S1l1S Sl1-6000

May 4, 1972

|
Lcdr. James M. Lacey
SMC 2224 I
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 03940O

Lear Lieutenant Cosmmander Lacey:

In reference to your letter of May 1, 1972 we are enclosing
a copy of The Police of Japan '71 which contains some reference
to riot control procedures in Japan. I hope this will be of
some help to you and Lieutenant Bokmch in your research. I

Sincerely,

S T. Ariga
Vice Consu

TA:lvg
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7. Correspondence Received from San Francisco Police Department
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POLICE DEPARTMENT

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
HALL Or JUTICC

0o.0,~ efnt11aflBAN rRANClISCf. C^ALI0rNIA 94103

LO0W1I$ ALL• C0MU'ICVnI.O.S d.,c'C,,F '

OONA.DM. SCOTT June 8, 1972 CHIEF OF POLICE
C-.F OF POL.Cl

IN REPLY, PLEASE REFER TOOURa FILE: .- JLL .9-.

Lieutenant William M. Bokesch
U. S. Naval Postgroduate School
SMC - 2311I

Monterey, California 93940

Dear Lieutenant Bokesch:

This will acknowledge your letter
of May 29, 1972.

In response to your inquiry regarding
non-lethjil devices, we hove enclosed two
brochures. One deals with the Stun-Gun and

the other with the Ricochet R.und. Both devices are
non-lethal systems which can be used for riot control
situations. Our Department has used these devices
and found them to operate as advertised. We hayv
also enclosed a brochure on our Son Francisco Crime

Prevention Company In hopes that It will prove iuseful
to you.o

Thank you for your interest.

Very truly yours,

DONALD M. SCOTT
CHIEF OF POIC

J( Iremiah P. TVyl -
\.J.upervising Capt in
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APPENDIX B

Literature Obtained Via Trips to Troubled Areas 4
1. Partial Transcript of Interview with Director of Security, Stanford

University

2. The Kendo Method of Crowd Control: Monterey County Sheriff's Department

3. The Police of Japan '71; National Police Agency (Chapter on Security

Police Operations)

4. Crime Prevention Company; San Francisco Police Department

S. Photographs of the MBA Stun-gun

6. Internal Security Doctrine Booklet; Great Britain I
7. Internal Security--Aide Memoire; Hong Kong

8. Police Press Releases; Hong Kong

a. "Facing the Ideological Division Line"

b. "HK Weapon Panics American Rioters"

c. "A Sight to Frighten a Rioter"

d. "Hong Kong Police Well Trained in Quelling Riot"

e. "Plans for New Riot Armoury"

9. Statistics of 1967 Disturbances; Hong Kong

10. Saracen Armored Vehicle

I
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Interview with Mr. Marvin Harrington

Director of Security, Stanford University

11 May 1972

Q: Does Stanford University have a riot-control doctrine?

A: Not a specific one; procedures are: at Level I on your scale, deploy

uniformed officers to get the feel of the crowd; gather any leaflets, etc.

for purposes of judging crowd's intent. Maintain surveillance on an out-

side crowd with a few officers by means of radio coverage (campus station)

if crowd is inside. Prepare by keeping abreast of national events (such

as United Nations speeches by President, etc.) and campus news media. When

escalation to Level II is threatening, deploy officers with cameras to

photograph any persons threatening illegal acts (this is to insure that

witnesses can be found later for investigation as well as for deterrence

of violence due to record of event). Next, deploy tactical squads to dis-

perse crowd if crowd is relatively small. Call in Sheriff's Department

after this or if crowds are too large (greater than twenty).

Q: Do you employ a definite show of force?

A: Not directly; students know all our people by sight and know we're on the

job.

Q: How do you judge when violence progresses from Level I to Level II?
•4

A: Surveillance by myself or by experienced officers (cameras). We ar• on

the lookout for the first illegal act. We can often judge what will be the

result of a group's meeting or assembly simply by those standing; then we

call for immediate aid from the Sheriff's office.

Q: Do you arrest?

A: Arrests dorn't do much good except when it is the only way to break up

illegal behavior quickly (such as blocking traffic, etc.). It is generally

difficult to make charges stick and arrests give bad press. Arrests are

effective if a large group can be peacefully arrested and booked at a

time when further demonstrations are in the offing and police are

fatigued after many days of tense situation. If a large number is arrested,
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the remainder are forced to cope with the job of finding bail money, etc.

and those out on bail are less desirous of getting into more trouole,

This gives the authorities some time to fall back and regroup. For good

press, the President of the University meets with demonstrators whenever

safety permits for good press.
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2. The Kendo Method of Crowd Control; Monterey County Sheriff's

Department
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THE KENDO BATON METHOD
of

CROWD CONTROL

1. THE KENDO BATON

A. Length 41 inches
B. Banana shaped
C. Material -- Teak or Oak wood
D. Width -- oval 1-3/4 x 1-inch
E. Leather thong -- 10-inch loop located 6-3/4 inches from butt of

baton

2. GRIP
A. All personnel shall use the Kendo Baton from the right hand position,

thereby providing squad uniformity.

B. The right thumb is placed through the leather thong and extended
behind the hand until the right hand grips the baton approximately
8 inches from the baton unit.

C. The baton is gripped in the left hand approximately 8 inches from
its tip.

D. All basic Kendo maneuvers, with one exception, will be executed
with the above grip position.

3. NON-COMBAT POSITIONS

A. At ease (FIGURE 1)

(1) Feet - Feet will be spread approximately shoulder width ex-
tended outward at a 45 degree angle.

(2) Baton - the baton will be held close to the body with both
arms extended downward.

(3) Body - erect and facing forward, not looking about or talking
with brother squad members.

B. Attention (FIGURE 2)

Upon the appropriate command from the squad leader, personnel shall
immediately assume the position as follows:

(1) Feet - bring both feet together, heels touching and feet
extended outward at a 45 degree angle.

(2) Baton- the left arm is brought directly to the left shoulder
area. The right arm remains stationary, resulting in
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AT EASE POSITION ATTENTION POSITION

J I

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
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the baton being at a 45 degree angle across the body.

(3) Body - erect fazing forward, awaiting the next command.

(4) Squad movement - All squad movement into designated formation
positions will be made by marching in tne "Attention"
position.

C. On Guard (FIGURE 3)

For the purpose of this bulletin, the on-guard position will be
used as the basis for beginning the execution of the Kendo man-
euvers.

(1) Feet - left foot approximately 12 inches forward pointed at
a 90 degree angle from the body. Right foot stationary
and horizontal to the body, thereby forming an in-

verted 1_.

(2) Baton - the left arm partially straightens, moves down and
out from the body; whiie the right arm remains
stationary. The baton is level with'the ground, held
inside the right elbow and tightly against the body.

(3) Body - erect, facing forward, knees flaxed and awaiting the
next command. f

D. Advancing Forward

From the On Guard position, the squad will advance in the desired
formation upon command as follows:

(1) Feet - maintaining the 1 foot position throughout, forward
movement shall b--accompllshed by moving the left
foot forward approximately 13 inches and then sliding
the right foot behind.

(2) Baton - the baton shall remain in the on guard position.

(3) Body - erect, facing forward observing the aggressor and
awaiting the next command.

4. COMBAT KENDO BATON MANEUVERS

The following Kendo baton maneuvers are designed to enable either an
individual officer or squad perform their necessary duties with precision
and grace, thereby minimizing the aura of violence and brutality. Esci'.
maneuver can be used separately as needed, or for training purposes,
performed together in the Kendo dance.
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I
A. The Jab (FIGURE 4)

The Jab maneuver is used to move a crowd in the desired direc-
tion quickly, effeciently and without the aura of force and
violence. From the on-guard position, the Jab is executed as
follows:

(1) Feet - from the basic 1 position, the left foot is brought
forward approxiitely 18 inches and planted firmly.

(2) Baton - the baton is thrust directly forward in a sharp
precise movement, striking the aggressor in the solar
plexus region. The baton is immediately retracted
and the right foot is brought forward, re-assuming the
1 position and body balance.

(3) Body - erect, facing forward, observing the aggressor and
awaiting the next command.

B. The Vertical Butt Stroke (FIGURES 5 and 6)

From the on-guard position the Vertical Butt Stroke is executed
as follows:

(1) Feet - from the basic I position, the left foot is turned
horizontal to the body and the right foot is broughtI
forward approximately 18 inches in front of the body
and pointed forward at a 90 degree angle.

(2) Baton - the left arm is raised and held at the left shoulder.
The right hand lowers to the hip region and is
brought straight up and out; driving the butt of the
baton into the abdomen and up through the chest and
head area of the aggressor.

(3) Body - the knees fiex and the torso lowers with the forward
foot movement and straightens during the maneuver to
add force to the stroke.

Upon completion of the Vertical Butt Stroke, the left foot is
brought forward into the I position and the baton is lowered into
the on-guard position.

C. The Horizontal Slash (FIGURES 7 and 8)

From the on-guard position, the Horizontal Slash maneuver is
executed as follows:

(1) Feet - from the on-guard I position, the left foot is
brought forward apjproximately 12 inches.
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(2) Baton - Position - the left hand is lowered on the baton to
within approximately 12 inzhes above the right hand.
The baton tip is then raised just below the left
shoulder and the right arm extends straight out and
across the body. The baton is now at ix 4S degree
angle with the ground and the baton tip is below the
shoulder.

(3) Baton - execution. The right arm remains in position and the
left strikes outward into the aggressor in a precise
snapping motion. The baton is returned immedii.tely
into position for a possible additional stroke. Once
the maneuver is completed, the officer shall return
to the on-guard position and await the next command.

D. The Horizontal Butt Stroke (FIGURES 9 and 10)

From the on-guard position, the Horizontal Butt stroke shall be I
executed as follows:

(1) Feet - the left foot turns horizontal to the body. The right
foot moves forward and is planted at a 90 degree
angle approximately 18 inches in front of the body.

(2) Baton - the left arm moves up and next to the left shoulder
and the right arm moves up to the right shoulder.
Keeping the left arm stationary and in use as a pivot,
the right arm strikes straight out, driving the butt
end of the baton into the facial region of the
aggressor. Upon completion, the officer returns to
the on-guard position and awaits the next command.

E. Horse (FIGURE 11)

From the on-guard position, the Horse maneuver is executed as
follows: I
(1) Feet - from the oa-guard position, the right fot is

brought forward parallel with the left fout, at
shoulder width and knees flexed.

(2) Baton - from the on-guard position the left arm is brought
back next to the body so that the baton is now
paralltl with the body. Execution is accomplished by
striking a sharp precise blow horizontally to the
left and then to the right.

(3) Body - the body is in a semi-crouch and boiy weight shifts
slightly with the blow in each direction. Upon com-
pletion the officer returns to the on-guard po'sition
and awaits the next com,nand.
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F. Jab to the Rear (FIGURES 12 and 13)

From the on-guard position, the Jab to the Rear is executed as
follows:

(1) Feet from the on-guard position, both feet swivel and
assume the opposite position. The right foot turned
90 degrees to the body and the left foot horizontal
with the body.

(2) Baton - maintaining the same grip and position of the baton,
the maneuver is a sharp precise jab to the solar
plexus region of the aggressor using the butt and
of the baton.

(3) Body - the officer will turn completely around, facing to
his rear.

S. DEFENSIVE KENDO BATON MANEUVERI

From the basic on-guard position, below are four basic defensive maneu-
vers which will fend off an attack by an aggressor using a club type
instrument.

A. Pari (FIGURE 14)

The Pari meneuver is designed to enable an officer to neutralize
and deflect an assault by an aggressor who has jabbed towards him
with a club type instrument. The Pari maneuver is executed as
follows:

(1) Feet - maintain the on-guard 1 position.

(2) Baton - from the on-guard position, the right arm remains
stationary and the left arm rotates the baton in a
12-inch circular pattern, either right or left, to
neutralize and deflect any jab towards the officer
by an armed aggressor.

B. Flock to the Groin (FIGURE 15)

The Block to the Groin maneuver is designed to protect an officer's
groin area from an aggressor's kick. The maneuver is executed
from the on-guard position as follows:

(1) Feet - maintain the on-guard 1 position.

(2) Baton -from the on-guard position the right arm is dropped .'

straight down in front of the groin area. The left
arm remains stationary, thereby placing the baton be-
tween the aggressor's foot and the officer's groin.
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C. Block to the Side (FIGURE 16)

The Block to the Side maneuver is designed to protect an officer's
side and arms from an attack by an armed aggressor. The maneuver
is executed from the on-guard position as follows:

(1) Feet - from the on-guard 1 position, the left foot turns
horizontal to the body and the right foot moves in
front of the body by approxiiately 18 inches and
turned out at a 90 degree angle.

I

(2) Baton - the rigiat arm drops to the right side and the left
arm comes across the body to the right shouider.
The baton is held vertical alongside the body and
directly against the extended right arm. The fingers
are removed from the forward position of the baton
against the oncoming blow.

(3) Body - from the above position the body is rotated to meet
the oncoming blow.

D. Overhead Block (FiGURE 17)

The Overhead Block is used to block and deflect an overhead on-
coming blow from an armed aggressor. From the on-guard position,
execution is as follows:

(1) Feet - from the on-guard I position the left foot is turned
horizontal t' the body. The right foot moves in front
of the body approximately 18 inches and turned at a
90 degree angle.

(2) Bato1 - the baton is quickly thrust upward over the officer's
head by fully extending the left arm upwards and
raising the right arm just above the head. The baton
is held at a 45 degree angle from the ground and there-
fore will block an deflect an overhead oncoming blow
by an armed aggressor.

6. THE KENDO BATON TRAINING DANCE.

The above procedure have used as a basic starting point the on-guard
position. To assist in the training of personnel in efficient effective
use of the Kendo Baton Method, a dance has been developed which enables
personnel to move gracefully from one maneuver to another. This assists
personnel in learning all the above maneuvers without breaking the

chain of continuity and enables officers to position themselves in
conducting any desired maneuver from any position as :ircumstances
dictate.
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The Kendo Baton Training Dance is performed as follows:

Upon command personnel execute:

I. The grip of the baton
2. At ease
3. Attention
4. On guard
5. Par - left
6. Jab
7. Par - right
8. Jab

4
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3. The Police of Japan r71; National Police Agency (Chapter on

Security Police Operations)
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14. SECURITY POLICE OPERATIONS

SECURITY SITUATION IN TillS COUNTRY

Luckily, no racial problems have been experienced in this country, and disorder-
ly activities inherent to slum areas have rarely attracted public attention of late

reflecting the long spell of prosperity in our business activities.
Currently. the largest problems facing the security police of this country are the

mass of student groups and "Anti-War Youth Committee" (Hansen-Seinen-Iinkai)
belonging to those ultra radical left-wing elements which have been staging unlawful
and riotous activities and advocating revolution in this country. I

These ultra radical left-wing elements, which launched severe and riotous "on-

the-street" struggles as their "decisive battle in November". disrupted Prime
Minister Eisaku Sato's visit to the United States in November. 1969. and also in
1970 continued violent activities in their "June Struggles" and other various street

struggles.

To cope with these unlawful, armed. street activities, the police intensified their

controlling action including timely and appropriate police check-up and raids.
Due to the police action, the radical element had to face gradual difficulty in car-

rying out their planned armed street struggles and were forced to shift their tactics

to other areas.
They therefore launched many guerrilla-type attacks involving a small number

of activists armed with explosives, homemade bombs, and Molotov cocktails, as

well as sporadic direct actions by militant radical students.

So far as their direct radical activities are concerned, there occurred several
incidents in this category. such as an unlawful seizure of a Japan Air Lines jet-liner

on March 31, last year. perpetrated by nine member of "SEKIGUN-H-V*' (RED

ARMY FACTION). all of whom were either wanted nationally or on bail. Also

there were attacks by explosives and homemade bombs directed against the U.S.

armed forces bases, Japanese police facilities, Fore;gn Embassy buildings and

other premises by those "Rote Gewalts" of a group nam,-d "KYOSANDO" (Com-
munist Alliance)and the leftist militant group named "NIKKYO-KAKUM El" (Japan

Communist Revolutionary Group).
In tho course of the security control operations against the aforementioned ram-

page in 1970. .here were mobilized into action a total of 2.5 million police officers

across the natton and 6,042 pe, sons were arrested.
During the above-mentioned radical activities, two students lost their lives dur-

ing fighting among various factions of students groups, and a total of 158 police of.
ficers wire injured while performing their official police duties.

ho order to better cope with this situation, the police have been making every

effort to agrnient the strength of "riot control police units" plus upgrading training

and opirations as well as equaipment.
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SECURITY LEGISLATIONS

Since the termination of the Second World War. there has never been any en-
actment of national legislatures in this countr) specifically aimed at the direct con-
trol and suppression of mass movements and activities by citizens in general, such
as holding an assembly, launching a massive demonstration, and so forth.

However, prefectural governments and city and town authorities have established
their "Public Security Ordinances" to serve this purpose.

Furthermore, there is no saw prohibiting citizens from going out at night at the

time when a riot is underway. or giving a special functional authority to the police

for controlling and suppressing riotous incidents.

SECURITY STRUCTURE CURRENTLY TAKEN

There is Do "National Riot Control Police" in this country wit' the missie: to
control and suppress all riotous disturbances. However. this important mission is
primarily carried out by a total of 9,700 "regular riot police otficers" belonging to
prefectural police forces including 5,200 riot police assigned to the Tokyo Metro-

politan Police Department (MPD).
In addition to the above strength, there is a total of 4,200 riot police officers on

"reservist status" in all the prefectural police, who are, under normal circumI
stances, performing their'assigned duties such as patrol or traffic control officers
at their assigned posts in each prefectural police.

These police officers are scheduled to undergo special training and, on a "need"

basis, they are to be organized into a provisional "riot control unit" in each jurisdic-
tion of the Regional Police Bureaus to reinforce tho;,- "regular" riot police nfficers
who are daily performing duties in this specific field.

It is of special interest to note here that related laws provide that the Japan S !f-
Defense Forces (SDF) comprising Ground, Maritime and Air Forces can be called

out for the purpose of controlling and suppressing riotous dislurbances; however.
these specific provisions have generally been interpreted to mean tlat t tey are to
be mobilized into action only on specific occasions whtn the impending situation is
considered to be reaching the"point of no return" in its seriousness.

Since its inception in this country in 1945. the Japan Self Defense Force has
never been called out for riot controlling purposes.

SECURITY EQUIPMENT

The folio ving special equipment is c crettly utilized for the efficient operation of

security police:

(1) For idividual use:

in order to protect security police officers engaged in security missions,
"Police Helmet". "Anti-rock Protector", and various types of "Leather-patches"

attachable to both sides of the police helmet are worn by each police officer as
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head and face protection gear. Also worn are �Protection Clothes (Oest) and
"Leg-guards" for the protection of their abdomen, shoulders and limbs.

It is to be noted they usually carr) "police batons" with t'oern for the perform.

once of their specific duties. Ho%%eler, no police pistols ha'e e'er been carried
by them and will not be unless the situation becomes too serious to handle.

(2) For unit use:

"Large Shield", "Anti-Rock Protection Nets" and "Barricades" ha~e been

utilized. Used also are "large-size" and "mini" transport-buses used for unit
transport purposes.

Also used by the security police are specific,.ly -designed police vehicles,
such as "Security Vehicles" which are to be used as a barricade for the purpose
of blocking rushing riotors, "Water Cannon Cars", "Water Supply Cars",

"Floodlights Cars", "Barricade Demolishing Cars", and "Television ticok',p

Cars" and so forth.

Riot police units must rely on the water cannon cars, and tear gas (CN.Chlo'
racetephenone) to control rioters.

MIEThlOD OF CONDUCTING SECURITY OPERATIONS I
Basic principles and tactics currently utilized in carrying out required security

operation in this country are summarized as follow: :
(1) Highest priority is placed on how to conduct required security operatiens, to

maintain or restore public peace and order in this country, without causing any

loss of life or injury on either side. namely, the police and the opposing parties.
In order to achieve the above objective:

(a) The police are making every effort to follow as strictly as possible the fun-
damental rule of "remote supervisory and controlling me'thod" avoiding "di'

rect contact" with the rioters, as circumstances permit.
(b)The use of police baton shall be restrained to the minimum, and, if needed,

its use shall be restricted exclusively to the self-defense purposes on the

part of the riot police.

(c) Specialized training for riot police officers shall be carried out thoroughly so
that they will behave at all times in a well-organized and orderly manner
under the command and direction of their commanding officers.

(2) Emphasis must also be placed on the collection of intelligence information
as early as possible, which will permit suppression of the expected or immi.
nent riotous activities through prior apprehension of offenders through the ap.
plication of related legal provisions, of the law, such as Article 2ý8-2 of the
Penal Code (Lew No.45 of 1907. with several amendments later.) covering
crimes of "unlawful assembly with dangerous weapons", etc.

(3) Emphasis should be placed on arrests of leaders.
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SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT

CRIME PREVENTION COMPANY

The San Francisco Police Department divides the city into nine police
districts for the purpose of normal everyday uniformed patrol. Lach district
is commanded by a Captain of Police who is directly responsible to the
Supervising Captain of the Uniformed Patrol Force. The Captain of each dis-
trict has a minimum of four Lieutenants of Police working under him who in
turn command the three watches which divide the 24 hour day into working
periods. Each Lieutenant is in charge of the police district during his tour
of duty, usually 8 hours per day. Each district is divided into radio car
sectors and walking beats. The walking beats do not cover the entire district,
as the radio cars do, but cover strategic locations such as business areas
and some warehouse sections. The Lieutenant has assigned to him an adequate
number of Sergeants and Patrolmen to cover his district for normal police
action during his eight hour tour of duty. He may find himself short of
Patrolmen because of injuries, sickness, extra days off, etc., and not be
able to place enough patrolmen on the street to cover the radio car sectors
and walking beats in the manner they were set up to be covered. In this
sitt'ation or even with the assigned force of patrolmen, routine calls would
be backed up and the citizens would have to wait unnecessary lengths of time
for police response because of longer than ncrmal investigations or details A
for extraordinary police actions. Crowd control, demonstrations, civil
disturbances, lengthy investigations by the beat patrolman and any other out
of the ordinary situations would affect the beat coverage and police call
response time. High crime areas could not be covered by the beat patrolman
adequately enough to curb the ever increasing rate of violent street crimes.
Also civil disturbances and crowd control situations were on the increase
and district personnel were detailed to handle these situations, thereby
decreasing the coverage of the district beats and creating a large backlog
of unhandled calls.

It became apparent that a more flexible system was needed for the simul-
taneous coverage of the district beats and the new situations arising which
required policing using a large number of patrolmen. Crowd control, civil
disturbances, demonstrations, rising rate of violent street crimes, etc.,
require fcrces of patrolmen for proper coverage which the district stations
could not provide without hindering the coverage of the district beats. In
1970 an additional company was added to the uniformed patrol force. This com-
pany was not assigned a particular district; it was basically set up to be
extremely flexible in working schedules, methods of patrol, dissemination of
personnel and was given the capabilities of handling many situations which
would arise that required specialized handling.

The company could handle large crowds, civil disturbances, demonstrations,
or any situation requiring a large force of police without calling upon dis- I
trict personnel for coverage. Of course, if the disturbance was too large to
be properly handled by the Crime Prevention Comrany, the districts would be
called upon to provide the needed additional personnel. The rising rate of 1
violent street crime was drastically reduced by heavy saturation of the areas
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of those crimes by the units of Crime Prevention Company. If there is an in-
dication of the rise of street crimes ir certain areas of the city, the areas
are immediately saturated with marked patrol cars and uniformed personnel
from the company. The personnel of the company also saturate high crime areas
in plain clothes details if it is more advantageous than uniformed patrol in
the prevention and apprel.ension of criminal suspects.

The Crime Prevention Company is composed of four platoons of police
personnel. A Captain of Police is in command of the company and is directly
responsible to the Supervising Captain of the Uniformed Patrol Force. Each
platoon in the company is commanded by a Lieutenant of Police who reports to
the Captain in charge of the company. The platoons are divided into squads of

patrolmen. Each squad is led by a Sergeant of Police. The patrolmen report to
the Sergeant in charge of their particular squad and the Sergeant is directly
responsible to the Lieutenant in charge of his platoon.

The Squad is the basic working unit in the Crime Prevention Company.
Instead of the basic working team being a pair of patrolmen or a single patrol-
man, as in the district stations, the squad comprises the basic unit for all
police action undertaken by the company. All responsibilities and orders are
directed to the squad and not the individual members of the squad. All in-
dividual members of a squad work as a team on the street and all training is
carried out with respect to the fact that the squad is the basic working unit.
Each individual member of a squad has assigned to him certain duties or speci-
alties. When these members combine their assigned tasks and form a squad, the
result is a highly trained, efficient, working team which is capable of
handling many situations which may arise. If an incident is too large for a
single squad to handle then the squads combine to form a platoon. The platoons
in turn combine into company strength, the result being a strong thoroughly
trained professional unit with the capabilities of policing major situations
by itself. With the added manpower of the district station personnel aided
by the expertise of the Crime Prevention Company, the combined forces have
the capabilities of handling very large civil disturbances and stem an explo-
sive situation before it gets out of hand.

The individual platoons within the company are charged with different
fundamental responsibilities for normal daily routine. When the platoons
have combined their forces to meet a situation the responsibilities are
changed. Each platoon though specializing in certain fields, must be capable
of taking over the other's role to fulfill any situation which may arise when
that platoon is unavailable to handle the task in which it specializes.
Training is given company-wide as well as to the individual platoon or squad.

The normal routine of each platoon on a day-to-day schedule constizues
patrol of high crime areas, parks and beaches, or any areas where there is a
likelihood of street crimes. Backup of station personnel at calls where there
is an indication of violence is standard procedure. If there is a backlog of
station runs, the units of the Crime Prevention Company will respond to the
calls. This relieves the pressure on the district radio car beat man and gives
the citizen with the police-oriented problem faster service and possibly more
time may be spent with the complainant in helping him to solve his problem
without having to rush from one call to another. The squads are not bounded
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to patrol within a certain district or area but usually patrol the areas with
the highest crime rate which may be curbed by uniformed patrol. As the dif-
fereait crimes flow from one area of the city to another, the Crime Prevention
Company keeps abreast of trends and maintains an effective Prevention Patrol.

The company utilizes a wide variety of equipment to carry out its
duties. Types of Patrol include: sedans, station wagons, mini-bikes, horses,
helicopters, and foot patrol. A wid. range of equipment is utilized by the
company to meet an)y and all situations which dictate the use of more sophis-
ticated police weapons. Wide varieties of shoulder weapons firing both lethal
and non-lethal projectiles are utilized, loud speaker systems wl.ich carry
sound long distances over Zhe uproar of crowds are utilized, different types
of chemical agepts for crowd control and building assaults are carried with
some of the squads at all times in the patrol vehicles for instant use. The
76-inch riot baton is carried by every member of the company while he is on
duty. This is the basic weapon of t1- comp-'ny. 12ver>one in the company must
be able to use the baton expertly ii the i. ,hion tried and proven by the
company. Gas masks and bullet proof vests are cairied in some of the patrol
vehicles at all times. Every member of the company is required to carry a
Bunco Riot Helmet with him in the patrol vehicle while on patrol. In other
words, every member of the company must be ready) to respond quickly, fully
equipped to any situation requiring his services. Piec.es of eq-iipment too
numerous to list here are available to the members of tile company to carry
out their mission with the greatest expertise necessary.

Special training of the members by the more experinceLd mcmbers of the
company is necessary. The company contains experts in almost all fields of
the enforcement spectrum. Using the persornel qualified in a particular field
to train the other members of the company on a continuous basis has been com-
pany, policy from the day of its inception. The members of the company are re-
quired to be thoroughly trained and familiar with all of the weaponry available
to the compmay. Patrol procedures are constantly improved through training
and proven technique. Building assaults are practiced for sniper control.
Company drill is mandatory since it is the only method utilized for transpor-
tation of personnel within an area where there is a riot, demonstration, or
civil disturbance. Vehicles connot be utilized in these areas and in order to
move the squads, platoons, or company, military formation marching is used
in the assembly area. The company has modified some of the military formations
to make them more adaptable for civilian use in controlling civil disturbances.
The formations utilized by the company have had a high degree of success in
moving police personnel from ope area to another and in crowd control.

The Explosive Ordinance Demolition Unit is also part of the company. The
personnel of that unit have stopped many wouldbe disastrous bombings before
they occurred through the use of the high degree of technology developed
by the unit. The men who comprise the EOD Luit are assigned to various other
companies and details within the department, but the unit administrators are
assigned to the Crime Prevention Company since it is a specialized unit and
works closely in conjunction with the other units of the company. All personnel
who are assigned to the EOD unit who are on duty, are also "on call" for any
EOI) problem that may arise. Also an "on call" basis is rotated throughout
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the EOD unit with the off duty personnel so thut the department is never
without the services of the EOD unit. The personnel of that unit are in
constant training to keep ahead of the element of society which is develop-
ing more highly sophisticated explosive devices through their use of modern
technology. The unit works in conjunction with the Federal and State authori-
ties in various phases of the EOD program.

The following sections give a more complete and detailed description of
the individual squads, platoons and specialized units of the Crime Prevention
Company.

FIRST PLATOON

The First Platoon of the Crime Prevention Company, formerly kniown as the
TAC Squad, has the basic responsibilities of policing demonstrations, crowds,
and civil disturbances and is charged with the responsibility of sniper control
and building assaults.

The First Ihtoon is comprised of four squads and the EOD unit and is
commanded by a Lieutenant of Police. Each squad contains seven Patrolmen and
one Sergeant of Police who leads his particular squad. All orders and communi-
cations for the patrolmen in a squad are first given to the sergeant in com-
mand of that squad who in turn gives the appropriate commands or orders.
There is no "going over the head" of the sergeant by anyone in leading the
patrolmen of the squads. There can be no mix-up in the duties to be performed
if the chain of command is strictly adhered to.

Each squad is a team and works as a team under all conditions. Each
squad has the same capabilities as the other in the First Platoon. Each squad
is a counter-sniper team, a building assault team, and stays as a team for all
crowd control or civil disturbance policing. All action taken is team-wise and
no individual member action is allowed. If the individual cannot work as part
of a team h'e is transferred immediately from the company.

During large scale civil disturbances or crowd control the squads them-
selves must work as a team in platoon formation. If necessary, the platoon
must work as a team with the other platoons of the company in company forma-
tion. All dirc.tives and orders are given to the Lieutenant in charge of the
platoon who will in turn give the appropriate orders to the squad leaders for
moving and controlling a crowd or disturbance. In Platoon formation the
Lieuterant wi'l move the squads from one area to another and give all commands
for the action to be taken formation-wise in a situation which calls for
action by the platoon as a whole. In a platoon action where the squads are
no0 in formation the Lieutenant is in charge of the overall action but the
squad leaders are in command of the squad actions being undertaken through the
direction of the Lieutenant. The Lieutenant will decide if an incident shall
be resolvcd by the use of one squad or more and the action to be taken by the
squad is decided by the Lieutenant and the Sergeant in charge of the squad.

Ouring the normal daily routine the squads patrol in the fashion 1, e-
scri. .d in the company functions. Main areas of pa~rol are the high crime
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areas and assigned areas which may be the target for trouble such as parks,
schools, or certain districts of the city which may be experiencing juvenile
gang trouble. If there is an overload of district station calls the squads
will handle the excess calls to take the burden from the station personnel.

The platoon is constantly training in all phases of their job. Baton
drill and training is practiced by each individual member until he has
mastered the techniques tested, tried and required by the platoon. Baton
drill is also practiced in squad formation and platoon formation since these
formations are used for controlling crowds and civil disturbances. The baton
is the basic weapon of the platoon and each member must be thoroughly fami-
liar in its use by him as an individual, as a squad, and as a platoon.

The members of the platoon are required to train with shoulder weapons
which are available to them from the company arsenal. The members are re-
quired to have a working knowledge of all the weapons utilized by the company
aad constantly train with their assigned shoulder weapon so they may be
thoroughly proficient in its use and safety. The First Platoon is the only
unit in the department authorized to carry shoulder weapons while on duty;
therefore, many lives depend on these few men wao carry the weapons and ex-
pertise in their use a must. There are several types of shoulder weapons
carried by the squads and each squad is basically equipped with the same
types of weapons. The number, types and distribution among the squads will be
given to a requesting law enforcement agency upon approval by the Chief of
Police.

The squads also utilize chemical agents during certain phcses of control
work. -:ince the use of chemical agents in the United States for control ofciv4' disturbances is relatively new, the platoon has had to undergo intcn-

siv.e training under various conditions and using the different available
chemical agents to come up with a working knowledge of the effects under
riotous conditions. The members of the platoon must be thoroughly proficient
in the use of chemical agents and refrain from indiscriminate use just as
though it were a lethal weapon. The types and number of chemical agents
utilized by the company will be given to a requesting law enforcement agency
upon approval of the Chief of Police.

Building assaults for countev" sniper measures are practiced by the pla-
toon in squad formations. All weapons used for an actual assault are employed
during the practice runs so that there is no second thoughts about which
weapon or piece of equipment should be employed under a certain condition on
an actual assault of a builJing. The methods and equipment utilized will be
given to a requesting law enforcement agency upon approval by the Chief of
Police.

A

The squads of the First Platoon respond to any call for assistance for
an officer in need of help, or when there are deadly weapons being employed or

a possibility exists where there may be raployanent of such weapons against
other police officers or citizens. The members respond to any call for a
distyict patrol car when there is a possibility of any resistance on such a
call. The members of the squad patrol in two vehicles -- four men in each
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vehicle. A large show of force in a minimum amount of time has cooled many
situations which would have resulted in policemen or citizens being hurt if
just one or two station patrol cais would have taken the calls which indicated
violence.

The normal watches worked by the members of the platoon are: one squad
works during the daytime hours of 1000 hours to 1900 hours, and two squads
work during the nighttime hours of 1900 hours to 0300 hours. These watches
have been found to be the optimum shifts for coverage of the high crime
areas during the times when most of the street crimes occur. These watches
can be changed from day to day to fit a changing crime picture or when a
demonstration or crowd n,.iy need policing.

SECOND PLATOON

The Second Platoon of the Crime Prevention Company has the basic res-
ponsibilities of saturating high crime areas of the city during high crime
hours. The Second Platoon 11so serves as a large backup unit for the First
Platoon during a large civil disturbance or control of a large crowd.

The Second Platoon is comprised of four squads and is commanded by a
Lieutenant of Police. Each squad contains seven patrolmen and one Sergeant
of Police who leads his particular squad. All ozders and communications for the
the patrolmen in a squad are first given to the Sergeant in charge of their
squad who in tuin gives the appropriate commands or orders. If the orders
or commands are given through the proper chain of commmad, there will not be
any misunderstandings or mix-ups as to the proper course to follow during ail
incident.

Each squad is a team of men and works as a team during the course of
duty. The team commander is the Sergeant in charge of tne squad, and all
matters of question are directed to him by his men. The squad is the basic
working unit of the platoon and all individual efforts must be made in con-
junction with the rest of the team.

The Second Platoon, like the First Platoon, is skilled in handling and
controlling crowds and civil disturbances but does not have that basic res-
ponsibility. The Setond Platoon may be patrolling the high crime areas of the
city, which is its basic responsibility, while the First Platoon is policing
a demonstration. If the demonstration becomes too large for the First Pla-
toon, then the Second Platoon is called in to form a large backup contingent.
The Second Platoon works in the same team fashion as the First Platoon in
any civil disturbance and efforts using both platoons are coordinated by the
Captain apd Lieutenants of the platoons.

The platoon members are in constant training in all phases of their
jub. The baton, which is one of the basic tools of the platoon, is practiced
and mastered by the memoers as individuals, squads, and platoon formations.
Training sossions are conducted in all phases of patrol functions which may
apply to the responsibilities of the platoon. The teamwork utilized by the
squads has presented a most formidable weapon for use against the violent
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street. crime which confronts some sections of the city. With the success of
squad patrol in the high crime areas of the city, all traininF is directed
towards the, squad working as a team instead of an individual member.

Di~ring the normal everyday routine the squads woA'k from 1900 hours to
0300 hours. The high crime areas of the city are patrolled during this time,
which is usually the time of the highest rate in these areas. Two to four
men ride in a patrol vehicle during patrol; the number usually is set up on
a day-to-day basis for maximum overage of a particular trouble spot. If an
incident is known to happen at a certain timp which requires a large show
of force in a minimum amount o4' time, then four men will be placed in a
patrol car and one or more such patrol cars will be required to patrol that
area of likely trouble.

The squads of the second platoon remain extremely flexible in working
hours and methods. The working houes may be changed on a day-to-day basis
to stem a changing crime scene which may have suddenly flared up at off oours
of the usual peak crime period. If there is unexpected trouble at a time
when the members of the platoon are off duty, and that trouble requires a
large force of men to take the appropriate ac.tion, the squads will be called
ir. foi duty and the force is usually ready in a very short time to quell the
disturbance. The squads may be called upon to work plain clothes details in
squad strength te stop a series of robberies, burglaries, or any other vio-
lent crimes which uniformed officers may nct be able to apprehend because of
the uniform. Many suspects who have comnnitted a series of those types of
crimef; have been apprehended in the act by members of the Second Platoon
working as a team ir plain clothcs.

The members of the platcon will handle station calls for the districts
they are patrolling if there is a backlog of runs. This gives much better
servLce to the citizens who are in need of help and relieves the pressure
from the district patrolmen who would otherwise have to rush from one call to
another and possibly cut down on the quality of service rendered in order to
cover all calls unanswered. The squads will serve as backup units for
station personnel answering . run .vhich has a potential of violence. The
show of force has cooled many routine fights and family dist'irbances which
may have flared up and resulted in an officer or citizen being hurt badly.

THIRD PLATOON

The Third Platoon of the Crime Prevention Company has the basic respon-
sibility of patrolling the parks and beosches of the city with uniformed,
highly mobile officers.

.4

The Third Platoon is conpi-ised of five squads and is commanded by a 4
Lieutenant of Police. Each squad is led by a Sergeant of Police who is res-
ponsible for all actions of his particular squad, Three squads contain six
patrolmen in each squad and their basic mode of transportation is the horse.
Two squads contain seven patrolmen in each squad and the small Honda 90
motor bike is their basic mode of transportation. The platoon also has .-
four-wheel drive jeep vehicles which are used for patrol work. The standard
police sedan is a secondary mode of patrol vehicle usually used during stormy
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weather or when the patrol function assigned to the squad calls for the dis-
patch of a larger force of men tha usual to an incident in the downtown area
which is not feasibly reached by mini-bike or horse.

With the inception of the Third Platoon the vandalism and violent
crimes in the parks and beaches have been significantly reduced. The citizens
who were driven from these areas by hoodlums have returned once again without
the fear of being robbed or attacked. All areas of the parks and beaches can
be patrolled by the membcrs of the platoon because of the high mobility of
tho small nictor bikes and the horses. The officers carry portable radiosn
while on patrol so they are in constant touch with one another and head-
quarters. Patrol is carried out in teams and if more help is needed to quell
a situation in any areas of the parks or beaches the portable radio is used
to call for assistance. The response is almost immediate because of the high
mobility faccor of the platoon and the availability of the other platoons
of the company.

The squads of the Third Platoon are utilized in the same fashion as
the Second Platoon for crowd control, and civil disturbance action. If the
incidents are too large for proper handling by the First and Second Platoons,
the Third Platoon will be called upon for their services. The horses have
been used for crowd control with a high degree of success. There is a great
psychologicul deterrent when & crowd is confronted by a squad of horses. The
mini-bikes have been used in demonstrations to keep the crowd moving and also
are able to go through alleyways aad pedestrian walkways in a hurry when
assistance is required immediately at a certain area which is blocked by
t-xaffic. The bikes dan be maneuvered around snarled traffic and crowds of
people and are able to keep up with the troublemakers in a violent demonstra-
tion and prevent them from causing serious damage to property. The membars
of the platoon always work as squads in these situations which is beneficial
for defence against hostile crowds and the show of force prevents many
incidents o- violence.

All squads work in conjunction with the overall plan of police action
which include* the other platoons during a joint effort involving the whole
company. The same formations are used by the Third Platoon as used by the
other platoons. Constant training is mandatory in all areas of their job:
individual, squad, platoon, and company strength. The same training must be
utilized by the Third Platoon as the other platoons of the company practice.
Joint platoon efforts are numerous and coordination among the platoons is
mandatory for an effective unit to combat the modern day disturbance. I

FOURTH PLATOON

The Fourth Platoon of the Crime Prevention Company has the basic res-
ponsibility of searching and surveillance using specialized equipment and
methods.

The Fourth Platoon is comprised of three squads and is commanded by a
Lieutenant of Police. Each squad is led by a Sergeant of Police who is res-

ponsible for all the actions of his particular squad. Two squads are specially
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trained and equipped with dogs. These two squads contain five patrolmen in

each squad, and each member of the squad is assigned his own dog to work
with, train, and care .-'or. An additional two patrolmen arc assigned to this
unit and have two highly trained dogs which are capable of locating explosive
de-ices. The third squad contains four patrolmen who art. licensed helicopter
pilots. This squad has the responsibility of operating the department heli-
copter.

The dog units specialize in building searches for burglary suspects,
area searching for hidden fleeing suspects,and under the right conditions
may be called upon to search for lost persons. The dogs are never used for
crowd control work since the crowd could agitate the dogs and their handlers
could lose control. The dog unit has had an extremely high degree of success
in locating and apprehending criminal suspects hidden from view which the
average search by police personnel would have failed to uncover. The dogs are
trained and cared for by the member he works with on duty. The dog also
lives with the family of the officer he works with and makes an excellent
house pet, and is gentle with the children.

The officers of the dog unit also undergo the same extensive training
as the other platoons have for ciAil disturbances and crowd control. The
officers serve as backup units as squads when additional manpower is requested
by other platoons for controlling a disturbance.

The helicopter squad specializes in surveillance from the air. Roof
top searches from the air and surveillance of large areas leave almost no
escape routes for the fleeing suspect either on foot or by car. The heli-
copter is able to stay with any fleeing car since he does not have to worry
about traffic jams and other automobiles which may get in the way of the
pursuit. Night surveillance is carried out just as a daylight search would
be using a high intensity light mounted on the helicopter.

Crowd control using the helicopter in conjunction with ground urits
has been highly successful. The helicopter is able to take in the entire
scene from the air and observe the movement of segments of the crowd which
could not be seen from the ground. The information is radioed directly to
the ground units who may take the appropriate action guided by the helicopter.
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THE PROBLEM
Situations eat incircaiilgly c,;mrmoii tivee the 13 bi '-,Oct to0 a unfl or[.W I offlicer is riot $tuff~i,Cnt to mjint~in
order. and wiser. lethal force is tithe, not alloi' .ble ar lot destahlill. Riots ate an obvious exahmple Less drama!-c.
but equally important, is the tact that peacu o' licrrs wsito h3I vloo excessive torA; to affect an arrest have been held
liable foe damages in a court of low

THE SOLUTION

k//

FOR RIOT CONTROL AND OTHER APPLICATIONS WHERE THE LETHALITY OF
CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS IS UNDESIRABLt:

EFFECTIVE
The Ricochet Round emiploys soft plastic projectiles which deflect or ricochet at shallow angles. This means
tiet firing tfbe RAR at virtually any muzzle-down angle will result in low-angle deflection from the ground. and

teminal impact below the subject's waist. Our tests indicAte that the A R used in this way will generally cause
ta~rydisability or pain sufficient to be exatremely discouaraging.

TACTICAL FLEXIBILITY
The Ricochet Round converts a shotgun into an rintermed-ate-effect weapoli affording tactical opations not
available will, conventional weapons. if the need fot lethoil force arises, direct fire at vital areas will be in-
eapeitating or deadly. If used in ricochet fire. the low ricochet angle of the soft plastic projectiles makes hits i

abovpie The knees unlikely, with Consequent low risk of lethal damage. i

12 GAUGE
Usablet in any starxiarsI shotgun or riot gun chamibowed (fo modern 1? gauge 2-3/4" ammunition (low recoil
requires manual operation of automatic shotgunO).

ACCURATE
Comparable to rifled slugs to 40 yards.

DISTINCTIVE
Smooth. transparent plastic (no brass head) 0351ilV Idel"ifisd by sight or Touch, minimizing the danget of

inalecting the wroig9 load in a tactical situation.



SPRIIFIATINS R cn b uid ft ranlg" Just b*yond

SPECIFCATION RR c nibnght stick residi.

Std. Vol. HI.Vol.

:kslg2 ug@ 12 sauge

;;Aosaris Wad Color. Black I Red

VtOiactilol: Two per cug.. :Oft pisitac. .4t. 0.28 ox each

nkaggle Valm~ty: 100 fps 700 fp

iA&tkli Eneirgy (both projiftiles) 140 ft. lbs. 275 ft~lbs.

mfea. Etfective Range;
Ricoctot Fite: 35 yards 100yards

0iec Fire; 10 yards ya7 vrds

CAUTION - Direc tire at short ranges

iiihornann raton

TRAJECTORY AFTER RICOCHET

INCior-NT ANGLE

AIIN PO0N (Y'T 20" n.YPICAL

EXTERIOR BALLISTICS

THESE PERCENTAGES

BOTH THE STANDARD
AND HIGH VELOCITY
RICOCHET ROUND.

RECOMMENDED RICOCHET TECHNIQUE

Aiming at a point on a hard surface, halfwaY to the targat, will typie-ally produ~e hits below the knees. THIS is

-WE' RECOMMENDED TECIINIOIJE. it Co asining posnt is closer to the target. the hits wni be closer to the

feet wlq twh eso. di od onr~ frnrviirsivv. it the asiming pont is closer to the shooter. the hits MaV be above

ONe knees but with less delivererd energyv.
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STATEMENTS

(Mom Police Officers - Major Cities in S. F. Bay Area)

A Police Captain Jnay1, A.

"This is beot yet for th, purpose of Riot Control." 3

A Police Lieutenant 
I lues AD I4p -fi

"Six men - properly trained w. strategic locations - . &lt vslE~ed Pris"
Weown testreet inthe fcofmob Actionl using at h - MIJdeti 9 th

RICOCHET ROUND.".4 4  maz2CC,, III to"". dah,

41 seui
A~~~~~ Po.c SeYen todc.JetC

/5'llate. a olt".* e ~i

PoieSrgann t as phic officer intteofteCC
ROUND~'ar `380P. reqir 2050~ 30 ronafraf i ~ i

"Anrat Interese Attorne
Esto yobidng hate, f iata l y inident s ). Usn haR U Dso ld senillyA ploimi at the '-g

Acutac~,y wlthl fooreto 50eyrdson comitting tehnca helns Is lotig so,(ck

thr~win. eti. SuarcI
Ce ra m wh

r las , . 1
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5. Photographs of the NIBA Stun-gun
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6. Internal Security Doctrine; Great Britain
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INTERNAL SECURITY DOCTRINE

AND INSTRUCTIONS AIDE MINLMOIRE

FOR SUB UNIT AND DETACHMENT CONDIANDERS

THE SUPPRESSION OF UNLAWFUL DISTURBANCES

This booklet deals with the military procedure for
assisting the Civil Authority. It describes assistance
requests, general principles, arrests, and the use
of force. A copy may be obtained by writing the
Ministry of Defence of Great Britain and Referencing
Army Code Number 70726. This booklet could not be
included due to its security classification.
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7. Internal Security--Aide Memoire; Hong Kong
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HEADQUARTERS LAND FORCES Mnta: Sanc"

HONG KONG N. tov. as, a,.lt an.o ysou IOs a Ct 1fen- r
ftae nou ituac.t has Cos, tted at offo Ce.

INTERNAL SECURITY- AIDE MEMCIRE
7. To, t .04 stop on, vhicl e O vassal I n tc olt dent'411 t - t .I
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the enil squads IS )ears eid told of ithe
pootrirnin he ecosilonteted: 'lhre WO
tnull ittitiany was Just Poo aw~iwad
to he etoecnivn "he only funosction weFacingwere able to handle for cosiam was a
Show Of fo.R00u14ta would hit USthe Ideological 1.11
hod t1 hets rugtroupoits-ehirnd us!

TaCtIsut Unit ira.iuig in al rigrolus
asthat gsst~n to Army commandos.Division Line InMrvcilt een&Wad76

Hong Kong's rot police 131.0".af 25 (mei, lits apptareltn wilds
the train"e rocketing down the tiope.

are mongthe oflds bet wrern he mauslatnd at a drad run in
are mon theworcfs estorder to bonp himself front trashing

tnto t he grottnd Cintiian ,twtrucirr
F5,.rthkDrike osehaire, the physical
training. spnoitttg a 0ov3dtrutiurd tattle
sihich bhebs hist tonlretontin drine.
tic ntdullgt) ta a bit of plafu sadisats
by naming his Itt-tp tionch tshe rack.-
And in addition to hos oansilat Setidsle
tie gises tgruelliengs-ti iios, of karatc.-N whih hs sag etsthesyttro 0~ an, art at which he it a quautihed "enn

whic ts,% lng ten he ywbu or Briskly spein~rtiove0r Taimeshan,
i'I bliong Kone surisnt tiolise. tis ban the htgtisst mount&;i;, in Hong Kong.

s-v try the i.. ugh-snd'wiuinlde Chist Drake foiuind Itiniset eaxtitensita aill
ago pottir It hoyted that the little (Ii, itn irs- titi-tit,,sf a Isetiteti testes

Cttt !:! -1 PtIhl hcago's riot police Justices In coitiiatig 5simi ti snutlted
0! 1967. n l I- is.Iatndegd. loiiw0 on tigtoriu. rein of the eonemy and head for the

gic ýl K, wicih hail pfagtset I sn.h.-P, VoCcIskr.. hillsto assoidapitue_ They take the
Kline IsideolY crap 4 sod Ii, .d it Paten ho u of Its eqs..imnent task of eCa4ping rery seriously, foe if
a 'to0b int alosriga-haiinis vori-c The M-.. (i-s, in tHing Koung dJ ssifiur.-d, they itill Ireteaictd with alt
facing rhemi wrre phuiatrrnr of poise,r not a&Iva" funetitn i-rt. its yerveei the iitodelate deferern., due a fasvsting
who, in the oroaths in farllow, i-stad efstuticy, during tines of cvili ag-ia- mob agittior. In tarali tler ateseria the
prove to he Mnurus rie -. 6j, hosi toe In la5ir the Plinialisi, riot ,nlircton are awitgted to hide tn a
in rioto cititirul ctui,,,' in no-s titiiwn i . -hi oths 1-iding Iin the ha-c. Each hastdini; is

Thet 3.000 meg of Ire P.,Y0 i blion The Cisonnieni of Him.a Ks.f atew tc "It .i14 4njc.t a fiP-
Kong Police for"e hate teen -,nt.iahtn aotritied ih.ai14. p 0. -. s s uiti , tfn t -e r-- .tor. Ljss-su Is cstrciitcy
Msng onr it. 1, Itrd-eauird reptarit's Marcuit 10 N1110 r- IN, iiftyMtitnc ;Ai

OtUsrog9 the riot -ersphein-intcaly ie dtealt. i..ud Ih- v,s -.-c pace Pot the, I c,, pilvinsriat onl ihe PCarve ns
fre isas disturbancs - itiy 4L reorgaida' Vr "~ taI~ to Provide ics.iredito o a s 1 yifn oars

pAWlap ex niriiiins tshoih couild wallt be .Ienisew Its r-ii-. in r~ot latcs a I- aIstid to .liT iserftt
a model for 0.1t-r the world ntver The PItaic, I atnti nt inen as lies.,li tssie.c. s tidnarmie rstaiing: in
By, rnatsuenaio their tampers the poter foeniod at fanins ,n innth New i-r-' -~.cý:! J ýoce a Onawi hwidr

"" .IC Vi. aver...St ort " i ota d it ha.7Vfr.. ,If sjý_ -~i is,- skiiS-n b' atsi traigning In this
he isrqi-., or snutite biloosihed-it flcatd P2!SaJ. wul U,. -rode)y periodi of rorensise dIrt. daily psou-ice
",ch ". that, isrc.ttnsd as the retn C hief latspaits ;~~.. In of riot ý foiaii .Ian proctslarcs
tanous riots, in the Unitedl Sgates charge of ewitra'r' -v a-ihe Pt .I a wke airA ...l. ,- 1... the weckl
for the crtite pervid of

t 
the 196 hurrny es-Arm) kvareani maor wholar . ticditl Wit .1 t 1ii 1 gic

consfrontitionst fetysw eeiasds of AMl military esreoigi~e t-ais., ner-t'auahle to cuteplianit do,,at tMg ttiilnsesu Of
mactnt cites frud than iii, nalstie to tiroamtina heS Its iot-driti tysutei the d0st, Ioturme It, t stAWiote ard.
expanded darrtig a juntagi night of the He stais .esm a otfi ernpniasia ont VA,, snL*., sa s, o Pltainert YT e is,
Wait glinto rmio in C1'uitoo..s diacipl~ne Illivtoee large olts of lialisi hosutwe A meithod its thin * tail.

SUoN Pat" hsem been equipped wiit- he id "The naof the repeittiorus p.oisudue 6t .. tW
an armyp of weapons rangags frn eeoavt jjup twii sharCen tin putiesalns. ability iii

sophistiatad smoke: disposeres s0 the ai ~onfpt u rlin (tuitin Citrsnu.!y doerg a rot, anl
crude bus efficient eight-stict. They aQ i & .tawfr--- madost o , nuv ih Ploffs
loissiarutly look out for trncrast h et tnovacCo fil riot duty $sonulCc, e,' I I"?) the rwe
and tirfstveo~eitea in riotnesiottilaequip- art e unn e 4tg aid aurecirily lorinitos au pioles. urnit untied to
tnsisr The umhr-raue-aiatg, noachines Caeotcit be',a wter nis enabtes er-11 jonitfy the 1a(d miA aeskiatn P-s
hasw reomitiy batsn sitatd. and police atsoyor re brean &-.o into sIr� of trinsing tInuperi Itart-aGMl Hlei
officialtsare satnfied n-tIn the erasilta astperarnsuntil OF ins nic Wait The" of she. Tacital Ut. exep'mAir he ati

flsse fl~ jijjte tastifs poton he he,- s jupearoir at -uh WAhen the easer arm so A out
-- mib Gwit .1111 ick-toaJSff Ofincodoortig. snitetsotl houio s,archutti ihes at, 0-it -c-

owl ae~iS'--- snd. di the xinciison lilsoid ati- wil t abe itOk1 function ellit1rtly as
'Sore boaoir ttZtiTuo lung Alattin riig Fehroe It, ss-rnonsLatitiru a stir 11wy are sager anq$.readrl

hunt usaed by 0c O.-st- Kong police of the lia xenwsr.'t rtot- ,onii to otlW' soa-ris Polite pant tios
art onsly r-itcoccrVj adoptd t1 othn Irs * oti sisterad oft targV 8-mao unitsi her-- trited at a fatiorcnt s~ir.iiisu to
Cosolsttie lu esampte the ho; iinite a-tct-i 'ndeuserbli in the rnee~sn-ve wetsr..c and doicths during
ars-pa &ICUI isasteswichd nIt alsd iabyinrhi'sr allryways. Sitiseiv .el, line I nsist o -disotter The esitcic
capable tiP Initig IiarrI-wist eg ore factionv ewoprtnoy of the Old Irivt callst cioci crit i.. s1i, tI unit 

t
illt bess

to quai nm-i rxxt i.i Ireland The functioning ats a s-noak unit niolmes i,, sn by ceodni~iuewg Is, A seo &e1

peP ant evrsdiot'c ON 'in ground in il's Cotoisly hew nvarour lyshipdositid under almost any son.-V ns io ,aaiis

ferret of Ite.ieset to,ý ai0 stit.O ilium hif-and-etto teaecni during aussahi oin These meathods have. given the 5torlyis
The sosgitý i esA adati wicbereshildd thes police One tifsir n-ho served with polic a itpesicito tIe� havngoi a it-

tptius"t ir 'te 14
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COiuAN'edj.... Mae 7 offi~ar. If 24I? oUc no6191

tclli~cat appruw..h to thme matier or a &uoase lo wad eveni~iis
isrov~d control. "No Ruan would ovr igfl salges aie usettd
take it upon himnself Ico fire ainto a ve ptaveistedsthe ndivaimsnaae use
croud.* say% Edward Moss, Corn- of firearms by irresponiwble persionC
niandatsn of the Tactical Unit. Lfill PolI-c have been adawat sin theiir
is not even ..thzwed to lod his weapon statemnts that gunirelis w ued only as
unless ordered to do so by a rc-s-p`3iaW~ a lass reort. Inspector -!.Aymond Or.

Palw -iig huea A &-"bid

a P.T.U. .rnsr"C"o. gve use an ac.
count of hb" expesrei~ef during she
196? riots. He was eassapsed to ane of
she fifsil not plavious mcad ow to bar
all angry gesticulating mob so fte
factory am of Sanpokortg. -it was
an unnren'sn eapecience." he said.

'1had never facad anything ihke it
before. But. oddly enough. I knew

Waa
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We took out positions, sealed off but even it it is I can tell you there will of bloodshed. In the words of the
the arcs and then marched up and never be a repseat of padt error. NW Commandant of the Tactical. Unit:
quietly arrested tWe aghlators. lEm mtisakes are ba.J enough and the "The siweI S Otf our ti1oris Can be
sure it wat, the training that kept le~crs stf the P.T.U, have drum1ied attributed to the unfailing loyalty
the s1ene during she first days in it into us that repe tint; an old mistake given the company commanders by
lanpokong from becoming a repeat of is inexcusable.- each and every member of the rank
19M 'ney say that deaths caused them The entire Hong Kong Polke Forac and fle. I'm confident that the new
*ere due to mistakes on the part of has won dlJincstin for its cool de- riot training system will enable ur to
the police. I don't know if that is true ••rincy in quelling riots with a l~inimnm handle any situation." -W. D. HOWlt

I
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eii JWUT W robeie dare w

*We do. eal bpha toSogbtau4 ."& * ydcmn

HK wea~pon panics
Am~,erican rioters
H1ONGKONG~ police have rctihvcd anorett

eani~mt fres a ian*r Ameelcas police force - the
famous "rwm@ntirk" gee whAc helped break up Red
riats~ in 1967 vas.no hb* used as estandard equlpZI

iPolice in the brombled They flired four-
I urnivrs-ty centr, of Berkeley Ibivgemck* projeetee of the
-u"r VIC brootngiiCk sumon erd which rapidly.
uhis month WD glipers he.*

,Ctowds oftormpagiaq a llnI dmi-O

AcxOrdang t4 an aricbie fN ile new --lfor IhAw - anti-riot
*Time maglatine a, =M& weapon.hmmilvd =ep aimalo The gum Arei w~ooka
*Windowek Jooted '*we d pu Wh ~ riofthe off
parkins meter, and tried to S oadend umeeh into the
overtuarecan 14 a 4 is rl.Ore lepgsaed kmee.
112alkeiryti moato. They we ano fob[ - hat

Surprls . OWN1 S f Is follow
lotogpolice methods In

But tbere soe a c.ple.rarais ailow an1c othe.
in isio" for therawben petie widutylbtkieed butobti,
arlried. the aigld. OW - I Chica, lken lowr polike

Only 14 pisticemeS Wireed Sow g* ot Into ac behind
up to (Lose the ftg:d at wiker bshied$ je to
Protesters.. theo. need by-= We&ka

They s~e es m stoo Vick"V
bworm"je cam .. - -. - - - - I

The osgaaiss sgays
Serteit pollee huehghtl

Success IN Hoengkong.
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L . ý101, I. J•J ~ ~~

yd sth .- tow o r... Alan Dainiels

riot pp4ice in train--

Ai1tieI With butomi, iTT'tiv Lel hn el~ body spots x barnlb thiouwr PC~
gti~~ 6~n~ Thed febi~ A,,ietlainj like that. Tziezt

the dil %%il bipeb A- respilillefcr iaso _ bo najy ati'i"t to kill."
thy Chl ~L tJEkb 1-ri ;ners mutd tirsting Casual- leVfGVC ga3 JS USed. % C, 6,t
1uiliar' retill, ijt tI~, A.liig to tile 4 1,-%%d i 'a

(*Ihjjiom oIl. lt oft it-i*1Lal wil lut.tlic itt . in. Eng.ishIj~ anid Chtijie .
.rYthiti.; tile mniu sit 'lien ai baiiier is luied up

di~ij~iw.d-mil is done v.ery slowly slid %,hil, v' ý-ds: Waiilinig. Tcei.
L% toni I huvr wý,u* c, :v delitoeratrl.-." said bfir Moss. Smurl'il

.utn .'Ftir. . A wl.z us This i4 herjuse we Vive a I Lois rStlsa
tlu e~'ni. ita l.~ il~mt ( tof i-Vd %eh ich laseC(ise to d.4. I"i~ i Itafic - nl,

Aill illij.,inilry 11(ii51ile Cirowd. 11rile .luilple Gpiulis~tj ""1'. llliga de KfC I Ii
the~y look hLo:i' ,;e stranlge, at e whmat we are doing x".1"Il5ll'~ his litt lews D.I

~~ CI~~: ~~ hui we plan to deal u is t :.icr-e, or We SCfilo

"Ve,-y often a show of ftil-cl to ItulitI[ l"

ii oiitccn toaitw t-ou,i -Ig is tei (hiyatt. c.,~~ 11i.1i~~toi111 that It is better ftir alloy 111 idse.leisin

'etiil; 11r, irly tax illing. tIII to 1 .s oferge..iit rnitilli, a piofes.
iat Tact Ple'ital Unit sjonal disciplinarian of the

At Peoling. lUPtsi weekls. Last resort ii cho.
itltiltil:11-lb wi l h A now11 'W Ii Iloleyd c

li-ly~XlllI'.l C 1 Ilflitls. *W~~~iUuse zaabefre ýtlle is licavil.' tattooed and
y'Bus pi

1 a01 CR5 cs he wiel ed cad of his fll0uýL'
'li' i3 to S i rhe1 lit cm, t q i~ti ati-rnd li h e pointq ikyVhlijR.

.1Y~il.iI Cluly lilce 5114111t a.jli. .tlileia' "iiijci.it is %ii yi imopor.
- ,-iisble 811.. .- afl USOillcainin. Firearm*t al-e Itft." he 414;J. *Duleili tlii

I'leiijl 44 1.1-1 trawLIg611 at the ultimiate deterrent and troubles last year the Cowm.
Aberdei,. t1hee 1time is stric-tly loti-111111114it pre;it accitsed us5 li

"Tli- kty .,.wd oft the lisiui. 1,elleJ, 'fl-.re must be no nl,,- killing hu d eds of people
Jait LI'ic is ilezibiliti'.' said tale i and motoading thllusands.
oltiker in chlarge, hit Itoy *trloi-e anI order ~a civen t0 "if it had wit been for dii.
Mos*. Alre. the two or three men who ciPline thi. might have hapý.

On tlme pmraide wqare in~ will actually fire are aelteclei. pened."
front oi hrim, a comPatlY of As soon an they file, their He patised to take a piodt-l
three platoons3 was performing nuombers are rseorded In a Af snuff.
10o Uelcise drill. diary. "We also teach the men

'They lined up In four see- "And iminediately after inarmied cnmbat, from what
tiione. " it lr81-aausc lo firinp', the platoon comman- we call 'come-along holds' to
sliields a rn rll der's orderly plckit up& the defence against attick.4

eitlgiimsi Ud fedeal'e expanded rounds from the "We 'ton't teach 'em LIT
gas 11113. IngC tfat i'tAU grounld and these are kept varieties. We teach 'em halt
ca~ur £11 tierre fau2gIe asa dnuble-check. a dozen or so. But what they,
a.t ina Tile men aim at the knees kniow they know well."
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09O 901100 001"Mts mIlitary and Government men a

tlawn in a qaWe ruim !n Central Dlarfrt )Ada week to talk THE GARENER GUM
woundi end seldom. kilm..

At'a sa~ir&mi~uar Lhcy discussed riots 116iw to deal with~ Uw,,u
".A'A!en to Wse WejpoU&
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THEL U.ICNER GUN . o n a :i-ri&.- .Urt whici. normai
woundL tind soldon, kills. Effectivt end probubly justified ir
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APPENDIX VI

CON FRONTAT ION STAT I S I 2CS

As at 31st December 1967

(Paragraph 1943 A

I. CASUALFIES

(a) Killed 4
Police .............. .................... 10
Mili!tary . ............. .................. 1
Fire S~ervice .......... ................. .1
Others .............. .................... 39

51

(i) Police
Killed by cxplosion ......... ............. 2
Killed by stabbing .......... .............. 2
Killed by shooting .......... .............. 6

10 In

(ii., Mi i itary
Killed by explosion ......... ............. 1

II

(iii) Fire Service
Killed by explesion . . . . . . . .. . .

11

(iv) Others
Killed by exilosvor. ...................... 12
Shot by Polico ...... ................ .. 17
Killed by incendiary attack ... ........... 2
Found dead, yr fouid .,':ri'us~ly injured and

subsequenti.,' die.d .... ............. . ..
Died in the ccu' 3e c, riots but not through

Police actioi ... . .. ............... . 2. .
Died whIlst in Piice cusit,," .... ... . . . ... I

39 39 .4

Grand Toti]. . ............ ................. 51

o'.I1.: 'Others' killed by explosion include 4 persons in
Poss.<.,si)i, of Lornbt: which explodec.

132
.0 i
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APPENDIX, VI (Contd.)

(b) Injured
Police ............... ...................... ... 212
Armed ForceE . . . . . . ............. 29
Fire Brigade .......................... 4
Hawker Control Forces ... .................... 2
Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585

832

2. PERSONS CONVICTED
(i) Riot ................ ..................... 318
(ii) Unlawful Assembly ........ .............. ... 465

(iii) Breach of curfew ....... ............... ... 232
(iv) Possession of bombs (real) .... .......... ... 40
(v) Possession of bombs (simulated) .... ....... 45
(ci) Explosive offences ....... .............. ... 33

(vii) Possession of inflammatory posters ........ .. 209

(viii) Inflammatory Speech .......... ............. 81
(ix) Intimidating Assembly ........ ............ 185
(x) Other offences ......... ................ ... 328

Total ............ ............... 1936

3. DAMAGE TO PROPERT'Y
(a) Buildingsý

Post Offices .......... .............. 8
Resettlement Estate Offices .
Police Stations/Posts ......
Rural Committee Offices ...... ........ 3
Banks ......... ................. ... 24
Cinemas/Theatres ......... ............ 6
Other build'ngs ..................... '7

(b) Vehicles
Govtrnment ....... ............... ... 23
Buses .......... ................. ... 38
Trams ............. ................. 7
Taxis .......... ................. ... 24
Public cars ........... .............. 6
Other vehicles ....... .............. 60

4. BOMBS
Uncontrolled Explosions ............ .. 25!
Suspected bombs deilt with by bomb

disposal teams .................. 8074
No. of genui:ie bombs ... ......... ... 1167

r



APPENDIX VI (Contd.)

Bo~adhs discovered as a result of Police
acti,,n before planting ........... .. 146

Sticks of gclignite seized ......... ... 164
Sticks of dynamite seized .. ....... ... 564

5. (CURF-EWS
Ki.ow loon ....... ................ . S.. 5
Hong Kong Island ......... ............ 3
New Territories (border areas). ..... 1

o. POLIC1 RAJIDS ON SUSPECTED PREMISES ............ .. 1281

1

$
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10. Saracen Armored Vehicle

44
14
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